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ÀBSTRÀCT

tands in the Eastern Slopes region of Àlberta have been used for

generations to satisfy demand for outdoor recreation. By 1977,

conflicts anong resource users of the region prompted the Alberta

government to initiate the development of Kananaskis Country. Many

special-use areas were designated to accommodate specific types of

recreational activities. The McLean Creek 0ff-Highway Vehicle Zone was

designated as a special-use area to be managed for off-highway vehicle

(oHv) riding.

Àlthough OHV riding has been enjoyed

the last 30 years, management agencies

lack of understanding about the nature

user. Àlberta Recreation and Parks

understanding of the OHV user ¡+ouLd aid

by Àlbertans, especially in

and non-users have a general

of the activity and the OHV

recognized that a better

the agency in zone management.

This sLudy set out to collect information on the attitudes,

behaviours, and characteristics of the Mclean Creek summer OHV user.

The data collected were analyzed to provide a beLter understanding of

the summer OHV user to help improve the quality of zone management.

The study has shown that the majority of OHV users were male, lived in

or near Ca1gary, and owned a trail bike. OHV users were distributed

across all ages, marital status, and education groups. It was uncommon

for them to be affiliated with an OHV c1ub. Further, the results have

shown that OHV users felt the government should continue to be

involved in zone management.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

1 .1 BÀCKGROI'I.TD

Lands in the Eastern slopes region of Alberta have been used for

generations to satisfy demand for outdoor recreation. In the early

1970' s, concerns for environmental protection, stimul-ated by conflicts

among resource users, pronpted the Àlberta government to commission

two regional planning studies which resulted in "A Policy for Resource

Management of the Eastern slopes" (ÀIberta Energy and Natural

Resources, 1977). The Policy, based on a zoning framework, allocated

recreational uses and natural resources on a regional scale and

provided a base for a flexible management process (sadler, 1978a;

Morrison, 1981). Following the July 1977 rerease of the Eastern slope

management policies, the Àlberta provincial cabinet announced a

recreation development policy for Kananaskis Country in October '1977

(elberta Recreation, Parks and ttildrife, 1977). Emphasis rvas placed on

the development of integrated recreationat systems that ensured high

quality resource and visitor management programs. Facility development

in the region was lo take prace over a five-year capital deveropment

period, which was extended to ten years, and concluded in 1986

(¡lberta Recreation and Parks, 1985).

-1-



1.1.1 Kananaskis Country

Encompassing over 4r000 km2, Kananaskis country affords Albertans

easy access to a fuI1 spectrum of recreational activities (nigure 1).

To facilitate operational and management functions, the region has

been divided into three districts. Each district provides facilities
for at least one recreational activity that is unique to the district.

The Canmore Nordic Centre is located in Kananaskis Central District

and is considered a world-class cross-country skiing facility. I.iilliam

Watson Lodge was developed to provide recreational opportunities for

disabled people and is located near the alpine environment of Peter

Lougheed Provincial Park in Kananaskis West District. The busiest

district in terms of recreational users is the Kananaskis East

District which has developed a zone for the off-highway vehicle user.

This zone is called Mctean Creek 0ff-Highway Vehicle Zone (UCZ).

1 ,1.2 l¡lctean Creek

The McLean Creek 0ff-Highway Vehicle Zone is unique by the very

nature of the sport itself (Pennock, 1980; yarmol-oy, 1983; Jonker,

1984). 0fficialJ.y opened in 1980, McLean is the only formarized

off-highway vehicle area in Canada and has been managed co-operativel.y

by Àlberta Forest, Lands, and Wildlife, Alberta Recreation and parks,

and the R.C.M.P. since 1981 (Burritt, pers. comm., 1988; Stomp, pers.

comm., '1988). Formal guidelines for delivery of the interagency

management program were drafted in 1982,

-2-
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The guideline document lvas never officially approved and remains as an

information source onry (Reynolds, 1986). Às a result, the specific

functional responsibilities among liaison agencies are unclear in 1988

despite the draft management guidelines (wray, pers. comm., 1988).

Às alluded to above, management of the zone is in its infancy and

without base for definition. This i.s not surprising, however, as the

task of planning a comprehensive, integrated recreation management

system is a long-term one (Alberta Energy and NaturaJ. Resources, 1981;

Federal-Provinc ial Parks Conference, 1 975 ) . Furthermore, because the

concept of developing facilities and trails for OHV recreation ¡vas a

new initiative, Kananaskis Country nanagement utilized the experience

of employees with knowredge of the activity and of the local area.

During the conceptual planning stage sone advice rvas received from a

Washington State planner.

The unique nature of the Mclean Creek Zone reguired additional

planning for the needs of Alberta's off-highway user. For examp].e,

Mcz is located approximately 60 km southwest of calgary. Às a result,

the zone is frequented by weekend recreational users. Statistics

compiled by Àlberta Recreation and Parks for May to september

1985-1988, show that over 70 per cent of all use (camping and day use)

occurs on weekends (Rennick 1985, 1986; Ferrier 1987, 1988). In the

summer of 1988, the zone experienced above normal mid-week campground

use in the sites with electricity. Although a number of factors could

affect this possible trend, Ferrier (1988) suggests that users are

using erectrical campsites as destination points for their holidays.

-4-



1.1.3 0ff-Hiqhsav Vehicle Recreation

0ff-Highway vehicle riding has been enjoyed by thousands of

Àlbertans, especially in the last 30 years (yarmoloy, '1993). The oHV

user tlas able to use a deveJ.oping network of seismic lines on the

Eastern slopes as exploration for oil and gas expanded (pennock,

1 980 ) . when off-highway vehicle use vras just gaining popularity,

jeeps, notorcycles, and snowmobiles were the vehicles used to travel

the evolving trail system. since 1959, OHV recreation has become a

family-oriented recreation activity that has often led to other

recreational opportunities including fishing, sightseeing and

picnicking (Burritt, pers. comm. , 1 988) . Equipment became more

sophisticated over the years and today there are many kinds of

off-highway vehicles incruding notorcycles, trikes, quads, jeeps,

four-wheel drive vehicles, dune buggies, and snowmobiles. Although

there are no accurate statistics available, Yarmoloy (1983) estimated

that there rvere 'f50,000 individual off-highway users on the Eastern

Slopes of ÀLberta in the year 1982.

Increased pressure for recreational space on the Eastern slopes

created a number of conflicts between the OHV user group and non-oHV

recreational user groups. solutions to these conflicts could be

achieved by improving current management practices, and knowledge of

the OHV user. Swinnerton ('1982) and NichoLes (1980) have noted there

is a generar lack of understanding about the oHV user by both

management agencies and non-oHV users. This has resulted in a

stereotyped image of lhe OHV user, often leading to unrealistic

altitudes and actions toward the oHV user. other studies support

-5-



these researchers' observations and suggest that the uninformed

recreationaL user is mostly responsible for making the use of

off-highway vehicles for recreation a contentious issue (nury et ar.,
1976.: EnvironmentaL council of Alberta, 1978; Idaho state parks &

Recreation, 1980).

Àccording to Swinnerton (1982) , the problem of conflict between the

users derives largely from the environmental impact and the greater

mobility afforded by an OHV vehicle. wells (1984) asserted that any

inadvertent or malicious use causes damage beyond that which could be

expected from general OHV activities. This irresponsible behavior

only increases criticism towards the oHV user group and provides

additional substance to the problem of user-conflict.

The issue of the user-conflict problern has been almost totally
resolved in Kananaskis country by the designation of MCZ as an oHV

area. However, certain conflicts arise within the zone when OHV users

meet non-OHV users on the trails (Burritt, pers. comm., 19BB; Moffatt,
'1987a), as for example, when an oHV user meets an equestrian user on

the trail. In addition to this kind of confrict, the long-terrn oHV

user feels the activity has been unnecessarily confined to too small

an area. These types of problems could have been prevented, or better

controlled, if management agencies had a better understanding about

the OHV user. unfortunateJ.y, this general lack of understanding

continues to hinder management from providing the most effective

service and protection to OHV users in MCZ.

-6-



1,2 PROBIEM STATEMENT

Mctean creek 0ff-Highway vehicle zone has been developed for the

off-highway vehicle user of A1berta. over 70 per cent of all use

occurs on weekend days between May to September. Àlberta Recreation

and Parks has raised a variety of questions about the oHV user

regarding the application of current management practices. The

department had determined that a better understanding of the OHV user

would clarify many of these issues. The need for an assessment of the

OHV user was recognized by Alberta Recreation and parks, however, the

collection of data had not yet been achieved. A survey and assessment

of the summer OHV user as a step to accumulate information and

knowledge was required.

This study of summer weekend OHV users provides necessary

information for improving the effectiveness of interagency management

practices.

I .3 oBrIEcrIrrEs

The major

infornation

behaviours of

objective

on summer

the Mclean

of this study was to idenlify and collect

OHV user characleristics, attitudes, and

Creek 0ff-Highway Vehicle Zone.

this study were:

I

Specific objectives of

!o evaluate summer OHV user attitudes towards management

practices, trail standards, public safety programs, and

facilities in the zone;
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2. to determine behaviours associated with the various summer OHV

users in the zoie;

3. to determine summer OHV user personal characteristics; and

4. to make recommendations for zone management with respect to

summer OHV user attitudes, characteristics, and behaviours.

1.4 ACRONYMS

The following abbreviations are used throughout this practicum:

. ARP - Àlberta Recreation and Parks.

¡ ÀKC - Àlberta Kananaskis Country.

o MCZ - Mclean Creek 0ff-Highway Vehicle Zone.

c OHV - off-highway vehicle.

r RCMP - Royal Canadian Mounted Police.

o TRRU - Tourism and Recreation Research Unit of Edinburgh.

1.5 DEFINITION OF TERMS

The foll-owing definitions provide clarification of terms:

. Àttitude refers to the cognitive component of the off-highway

vehicle user which determine the criteria for his/her method of

evaluating an object or phenomenon (Kinnear and Taylor, 1979)

o behaviours refers to the respondents' actions with respect to an

object or phenomenon (schiff, 1971).

o Characteristic is considered a readily definable atlribute of the

respondent (Rossi, 1 983) .

-8-



o cordon survev is a survey method whereby every exit from a site
or area being surveyed is encompassed within a cordon created by

the survey team and the visitors at all exits from the site are

monitored (rnnu, 1983).

r Facilitv Area is used to identify that portion of the Mcz

comprised of developed campground and picnic facilities.
¡ McLean creek/ Zone are used synonymously in this practicunr and

refer to Mclean creek 0ff-Highway vehicle Zone (ucz), East

Kananaskis Country, Àlberta.

o OHV in this study include all off-highway vehicLes and 4x4 trucks

permitted, by law, in the MCZ between May to October.

o Random/ Backcountrv is used to identify that portion of the MCZ

that is undeveloped and does not have any developed campground or

picnic facilities, but includes the OHV trail system.

. Respondent is limited to a summer, weekend oHV user of the MCZ

who is 16 years old or older.

r summer in this study encompasses a five month period from May to

September , inclusive.

¡ user/ Recreationist are used synonymously in this practicum and

refer to a person participating in a form of recreational

activity (Swinnerton, 1 982 ) .

-9-



1.6 JUSTIFICATION

Àlberta Recreation and Parks is commitled to the wise planning and

management of resources and supports an organized, managed approach to

the development, delivery, and operation of the provincial recreation

and heritage resource protection system in the short and long term.

The mission statement of Àlberta of Alberta Recreation and Parks is:

"Alberta's Provincial Park System: Special natural places
developedr frâintained and preserved for public use and
enjoyment" (ÀRP,'1988).

In pursuing the responsibility set out in this mission statement,

the department continues to concentrate on interagency programs which

are directed towards the needs and aspirations of Àlbertans.

Kananaskis Country has been developed with the intention of maximizing

interagency management in a recreational, conservation region.

The study, through consultation with a recreational user group,

provides information for improving the potential effectiveness of

interagency zone management. Draper ,1971 ) and sadler (1978b) have

asserted Lhat management practices are more readily accepted when the

affected user group is active in the research process. Furthermore,

involving the user group reduces feelings of alienation towards the

government decision-making agency (Sewel1 and Coppock , 1977),

Recognizing the benefits of having a better understanding of the OHV

user group, AKC sought to obtain information on the atlitudes,

behaviours, and characteristics of the summer oHv user of McLean

Creek, Kananaskis Country.

- 10 -



1,7 ÀSSu'IPTIONS ÀND tII.fITÀTIoNs

The proposed study assumed that Àlberta Recreation and Parks will
remain actively involved in the interagency management of MCZ. It
also assumed that the summer OHV user will have certain attitudes

regarding management practices, trail standards, safety programs, and

facilities in the zone.

This study rvas limited to summer season OHV users of the Mclean

Creek OHV Zone. In an effort to maximize study resources,

questionnaire distribution Ìras limited to selected weekend days over

the summer. This study did not consider other off-highway vehicle

areas within the province. This study will not comment upon

activities on private land adjacent to Mclean Creek.

This study will not attempt to evaluate the effect an off-highway

vehicle has on the trail or comment upon any impacts they may have on

flora and fauna. Relationships are only addressed where management

implications are concerned.

1.8 SUI'IMÀRY

In 1977, the Alberta government introduced a policy that initiated

a project to develop an integrated recreation system in Kananaskis

Country. The impetus for this policy was concern for greater

environmental protection of the Eastern Slopes stimutated by conflicts

among resource users. The use of oHVs for recreation was one of the

most contentious issues identified. In recognition of the probJ.em, OHV

use ylas designated to certain areas within Kananaskis Country.

- 11



The unique nature of OHV recreation required the development of

specialized facilities particular to the needs of the activity.

Mclean creek zone opened in 1980 and is the only OHV area in canada

administered under the concept of an interagency management program.

From the beginning, planning and development of the zone was a

learning experience for management agencies. As part of the

Kananaskis Country integrated recreation management system, Mclean

creek poses many unique challenges to management. The full potential

effectiveness of this management progran has yet to be realized.

Alberta Recreation and Parks have identified that a better

understanding of the OHV user would improve the quality of the

management program.

This study gathered and assessed information on the summer OHV

users of the Mclean Creek Zone. the data collected was analyzed to

provide management with a better understanding of the summer oHV

attitudes, behaviours, and characteristics.

1,9 PRÀCTICT,Ii{ FORI,ÍAT

This practicum consists of five chapters. Chapter .1 is the

introduction, and includes background, problem statement, study

objectives, definitions, justification, and limitations. Chapter 2

provides information on the Mclean Creek 0ff-Highway Vehicle Zone, the

OHV user, and concludes with the study methodology. Chapter 3 deals

with the study results, including an OHV user profile, OHV useage and

ownership, OHV user behaviours, and concludes with a discussion on

the summer OHV user attitudes and opinions towards zone management.
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Chapter 4 presents a discussion of the study results. Chaper 5

contains a summary of the major findings of the research and presents

management t.lith a number of recommendations.

- 13 -



Chapter II
I'lETHODOLOGY

2.1 IÍETHoDS

Primary data were utilized to satisfy the objectíves of this study.

À mail-back questionnaire tlas developed and administered to gather

information on user attitudes, behaviours, and characteristics. The

questionnaire was distributed under the procedures of the cordon

survey method (rnnu, 1983). These data collection methods were

considered the most appropr iate for the t ime and budgetary

constraints. A more detailed description of the questionnaire, study

area, sampling techniques, unit, and sample size follow.

2,1.1 The Ouestionnaire

The questionnaire incorporated both quantitative and descriptive

techniques to generate information concerning OHV user attitudes,

behaviours, and characteristics regarding the study objectives
(Àppendix a). A seven point semantic differential scaling procedure

rvas incorporated into questions 17 to 20, designed to generate

information on attitudinal responses. Extensive literature on scaling

techniques draws attention to the advantages and disadvantages of the

various scaling methods (Oppenheim, 19GB; Rossi, 1983; platek et a1.,

1985). since a rating scale is not an absolute measurement, but is a

- 14 -



way of placing respondents on a

of summated ratings was utilized

1976; Leedy, 1 980; Hoinville

questionnaire followed procedures

(1e87).

relative continuum, the Likert scale

(tikert , 1961; Likert and Likert

et al. 1985). Development of the

in Platek et al. (1985) and purdy

I ssues relating to study objectives rvere addressed in the

questionnaire. The author, in conjunction with ÀRP and the practicum

committee, developed the optimum structure and design. A pretest was

conducted May 11 1988 at a general meeting of the calgary-based,

Four-Wheel Mountain Cats OHV Club. Fifteen club members cornpleted a

questionnaire to assess format, design, and clarity of wording.

Necessary revision and further refinement of items fo1lowed. Each

questionnaire was accompanied by a cover retter (Appendix B). An

information letter rvas distributed to visitors in Mclean Creek on each

of the survey days to enhance the visitors awareness that a survey

would be conducted (Appendix C).

2.1,2 The Study Àrea

The study area rvas located 60 km southwest of Calgary and comprised

the entire Mclean creek off-Highway vehicle Zone (rigure 2). The zone

includes three distinct areas: a large backcountry area where there

are no formally developed facilities; a major recreation facility area

along the northern boundary; and a small recreation facirity area in

the southwest quadrant.
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The major recreation facility has a '170 unit campground, 100 of

which are designed for OHV use, complete with feeder trails linking

into a network of primary trails. A large fishing pond day use

facility and two day use staging areas are incruded in this area. À

recreation facility in the southwest quadrant of the zone provides

opportunities for non-designated camping, day use, and oHV-staging

facilities.

The backcountry area offers approximately 125 knz of land available

for randon camping and picnicking. No formally developed facilities
exist in the backcountry area of the zone. The oHV user may use any

suitable location as a staging area. A maintained network of 290 km

of trails is suitable for all off-highway vehicles, with 50 km

specifically designed for trail bikes (Rennick, 1985).

Two-whee1 drive vehicle (ie. car, motor-home, truck) entry/exit to
the zone is limited to the intersections of Mclean Creek Trail and

secondary highway # 66 in the north, and highway # s4g in the south.

This gazetted roadway, on which the operation of oHVs is prohibited,

divides the zone into Western and Eastern portions. Two-wheel drive

vehicle access is restricted to these two intersections which provided

criteria for sampling both the random and facility oHV user. These

criteria were beneficial to the survey and enhanced the probabiJ.ity of

obtaining a normaÌly distributed random sample.
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2,1,3 The t{cLean Creek O}IV User

Historically, seismic activity has influenced the pattern of oHV

use in the area. The development of facility areas coupled with the

regular maintenance of a network of trails further affected use

patterns. Àlthough no studies have been conducted, Àlberta Recreation

and Parks, through their managernent activities, has suggested that

there are four sub-groups within the oHV user population (stomp, pers.

comm., '1988). rhese include:

¡ À) Facility Camper: OHV user that visits the zone for extended
periods (>24 hours) and camps in either Mclean Creek Recreational
Àrea, or in Fisher Creek Staging Àrea.

o B) Facility nay user: oHV user that visits the zone for short
periods (<24 hours) and begins their OHV trip from either Mclean
Creek Recreational Àrea, or Fisher Creek Staging Àrea.

o c) Random camper: oHV user that visits the zone for extended
periods (>24 hours) and camps within the backcountry area.

r D) Random Day user: oHv user that visits the zone for shortperiods (<zq hours) and begins their oHv trip within the
bac kc oun t ry .

Throughout the summer a percentage (unknown) of oHv users may shift
from one sub-group category to another as they change their activity.

2,2 SAMPTING TECITNIOT'ES

Conducting a successful survey requires the accurate use of survey

methods and techniques co-ordinated by carefur planning and

implementation over the survey period. The procedures incorporated for

this study rvere recommended for undertaking surveys at outdoor

recreation sites and are described by TRRU, Edinburgh ( 1 983 ) .

Parameters to be considered for the study were the selection of the

sample unit and the sample size.
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2.2.1 Selectinq The Sample Unít

The majority of use in MCZ occurs on weekend days: Saturday,

Sunday, and on statutory holidays. To maximize the use of study

resources available, data collection occurred on selected weekend days

between May 21 to september 7, 1988. To investigate fluctuations in

use over this period, a minimum of eight survey days were required

(tnnU, 1983). Distribution of the survey during these eight survey

days coincided with the period of peak use, which normally occurs

between 12:00 (noon) and 6:00 pm (Stomp, pers. comm., 1988).

Systematic sampling, as described by Hoinville et al. (1977), rvas

used to select possible respondents. With this method, the first
respondent was selected from a table of random numbers and subsequent

respondents were selected according to a fixed sampling interval. Each

potential respondent was offered a questionnaire only if they were an

OHV user. Thus, out-of-scope elements (non-OHV users) in the sample

were deleted from the sampling frame. A ledger was kept by surveyors

to record the total vehicles leaving the zone, the number of

questionnaires handed out, the type of OHVs per potential respondent,

and non-response (OHv users who refused to take a questionnaire).

Àlthough non-response biases the sample data, previous studies

indicate that non-response rareLy exceeds 10 to 20 percent (Hoinville

et a1., 1977; TRRU, 1983).

the physical characteristics of the two-wheeI drive vehicle (ie.

, motor-home, truck) entry/exit points of MCZ lend themselves to

cordon survey method. By employing a surveyor at each of the two

car

the
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entry/exit points, all two-wheel drive vehicles were stopped when

leaving the zone. TRRU (1983) have stated that this is the optimal

place at which to contact a prospective respondent. Potent ial

respondents were approached to participate in the survey at this time.

In the case where there rvas more than one OHV user in a vehicle

passing the survey point a method was established to maintain an

unbiased selection. In order to ensure an unbiased sample, the next

OHV user to have a birthday vlas chosen as the potential respondenL and

offered a questionnaire.

2,2,2 Sample Size

Selecting an appropriate sample size is critical for any site

survey. Development of the quantitative proportionability between

sample size, distribution of sampling error, and risk of estimates

deviating for actual values are described in Siegel (1956) and Ebdon

(1977r. in MCZ, four distinct sub-groups (cel-ls) were recognized

within the population of OHV users: random camper, random day use,

facility camper, and facility day use. Moser and Kalton (1971)

recommend that each cell in any survey have a mininum of 30 responses.

Therefore, the Larget for each cell in the MCZ survey rvas a minimum of

120 completed questionnaires. By partially incorporating the concept

of the "totaf design method" (Oillman, 1978) in the survey, it was

possible to obtain a 46 percent questionnaire return rate. This

return rate was achieved because of the OHV userfs vested interest in

the zone, and the use of a cover letter that stressed the importance

of the respondents' participation.
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2,3 SlrlilMARY

Data on the sunmer OHV user of MCZ were collected over 9 days in

the period between May 21 to September 7 , 1 988. Mail-back

questionnaires were distributed during a 6 hour period on each survey

day. The questionnaire was designed to elicit information on the

summer OHV user attitudes, behaviours, and characteristics. Five

hundred and ten questionnaires were distributed in accordance to the

principles of the "cordon survey" method (rnnu, '1983). To ensure

statistically valid data, a minimum of thirty responses were required

for each ceIl. An upper response rate of 200 completed

questionnaires, at 50 responses per cell, r'las the target goal of the

MCZ study.
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Chapter III
REST'ITS

3.1 RESPONDENT IDENTIFICÀTION

Ànalysis and subsequent discussion of data were based on the four

recognized sub-groups within the OHV user popuration. on the survey

days, potential respondents were asked where they had begun their OHV

outing. In this manner it was determined what sub-group the OHV user

was from. A number indicating the appropriate categoryr was then

recorded on the top right hand corner of the questionnaire. This

value was subsequently entered into the computer program for the

purpose of sub-group identification during data analysis.

3,2 DISTRIBI'TION AND RESPONSE RÀTE

The questionnaire was distributed twice during mid-weekend, and

seven times on the last day of the weekend, for a total of nine survey

days (tabte I ). The survey days occurred on long weekends and regular

weekends in May, June, Ju1y, and Àugust; and on the long weekend in

September. 0n these nine survey days, 2213 vehicles were contacted at

the cordon survey locations. A total of 510 questionnaires were

distributed lo potential respondents. Two-hundred and thirty-six
completed questionnaires were returned, giving a 46% rate of response

(rigure 3).
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TABIE 1

Questionnaire DistribuÈion and Response Rate

* Codes: 1 - tacility canper 2 - faciJ'ity day user
3 - random camper 4 - randorn day user

Date DaY
Surveys Distributed (#)

*1 2 3 4 ÈoÈal
Return Rate (f)

1234total x

May 2 3 Monday 30 13 29 12 84 16 10 17 06 49 58

May 29 S unda y 31 1a 01 t5 60 tf OB 01 06 28 47

June 1 I SaÈurday 1.1 18 01 08 38 05 1l 00 0l 11 45

June 26 S unda y 20 19 05 15 59 06 13 03 08 30 51

JuIy 3 S unda y 64 29 29 09 131 2't 11 l1 06 55 42

JuIy 1 7 Sunday 10 03 02 05 20 OB 00 01 01 10 50

August 1 Monday r8 00 00 00 18 07 00 00 00 07 39

August 1 4 Sunday 11 27 08 05 51 06 01 02 05 20 39

September 4 Sunday 02 15 15 16 49 02 07 02 07 18 37

llota1 197 137 90 86 510 92 67 37 40 236 46
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Facility Camper
(n= I97)

Facility Day tlser
(n= 137)

Randorn Camper
(rr=90 )

Random Da1- U ser
(u=86 )

Äll Respondenls
(n=510 )

207 .10;ì

Response

+( J

60% B0-

Rate (U)

1 00%

Figure 3: Questionnaire Rate
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The target goal response rate for each of the four sub-groups of the

OHV user population was achieved: facility camper (n=92), facility
day user (n=67), random camper (n=37) random day user (n=40). The

renaining vehicles were comprised of OHV users, of which 41 potential

respondents 0%) refused to take a questionnaire upon first contact,

and 57 (11%) refused to take a second questionnaire; and non-OHV

users.

3.3 OT'ESTIONNÀIRE ÀNATYSIS

Àlthough the majority of questions from the questionnaire r+ere

utilized in the analysis, two questions (#4 and 5) were not used. It
became apparent during the analysis that these two questions were

poorly worded. This allowed respondents to draw their own conclusions

as to what was being askedr or in many cases, the questions were not

answered. To resolve the issue, the questions were dropped from the

analysis. All other questions were analyzed and the results are

presented in this chapter.

3.4 THE }ICTEÀN CREEK OHV USER

3.4.1 Personal Characteristics

In each case for clemographic questions, a few respondents opted not

to respond or were unable to respond. Information on the respondents'

ages are illustrated in (figure 4), while the results on marital

status and educaÈional background are summarized in Tables 2 and 3.

Highlights of the OHV user population are summarized below.
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Age of OHV User
AII Respondents

(n=236)

Age of OHV User
Facility Camper

(n =92 )

Age of OHV User
Facility Day User

(n=67)

Age of OHV User
Random Day User

(n=40)

Age of OHV User
Random Camper

(n=37 )

Figure 4: Àge of McLean Creek OlfV User By Sub-Group
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TÀBTE 2

l,farital StaLus of OHV User By Sub-Group

TÀBIE 3

Education of OHV User By Sub-Group

nrequency (l)

Education *'l 2 3 4 Total

rì= (88 ) (63 ) (3s) (3e) Q25)

High SchooI 40 48 46 49 44%

Co1 lege 47 33 37 39 40

University 09 13 09 10 '10

<High School 04 06 08 02 05

*Codes: Facility Camper - 1 Random Camper
Facility Day User - 2 Random Day User -

3

4

rrequency (l)

Status *1 2 3 4 Total

n= (92) (67 ) ( 37 ) (40 ) Q36)

Married 74 46 43 50 57%

S i ngle 15 42 38 23 28

Cornmon-law '10 06 14 15 10

D i vorc ed 01 03 02 10 02

Separated 00 03 03 02 03
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.1

Most OHV users (42%) were between the ages of 21 and 30, with the

majority 06%) between 21 and 40. In contrast, few OHV users Q%)

were over 50 years. This pattern held for all sub-groups. In the

fie1d, male OHV users were observed far more frequently than female

users. 0f the 234 l¡ho responded, 88% were mal-e (rigure b). one in four

(24%) of the facility campers who responded were femare. The majority
(67%) of oHV users surveyed vrere either married ßi%') or rived

common-law (10%). Àpproximately one quarter Q8Ð of respondents were

single.

Almost half (44%) of OHV users had completed high school, while 40%

had a technical or college diploma. The educational background of the

facility camper yras somewhat higher than the oHV population as a

whole. More facility campers (56%) had college or university education

than the OHV population as a whole (50%).

The majority (86%) of respondents were from calgary, whire slightty
more than 3% were from Edmonton or Medicine Hat. The remainder (1i%')

of respondents lived in one of seventeen towns within a'100 kilometer

radius of Mclean creek (excluding calgary). These towns included

Airdrie, BIackie, Bragg Creek, Canmore, Cochrane, High River, Iron

Springs, Longview, Mi11arvi11e, Okotoks, Springbank, and Turner

Va1ley.
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Facility Camper
(n=91)

Facilitl' Da¡' User
(n=66 )

Random Camper
(n=37)

Random Da5' User
(n=a0 )

AII Respondenls
(n=23a )

0% 25% 50% -RqI J/o r00%

E male m female

McLean CreekFigure 5: Sex of the
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3.4.1.1 o!ff Club Menrbership

Club membership was not

illustrates the frequency (%)

Eleven percent of respondents

club. 0n average, these

(to.e'f ) years.

very common among OHV users. Figure 6

distribution of nenbership by sub-group.

reported membership in an organized OHV

respondenLs had been in a club for 4.3

Random canpers were more likely to be club members than any of the

other sub-groups. Approximately one in f our Q4%\ random campers e¡ere

affiliated with a club, compared to almost one in six (18%) random day

users. In contrast, only 5% of facility campers and 8% of facility day

users were affiliated with a c1ub.

Most of the respondents h=26) affiliated with a club were

registered with the Àlberta Off Highway Vehicle Àssociation rc3%) r or

the calgary Motorcycle club (19%). slightry less than one in five
(19%) respondents had joined both the Àlberta off Highway vehicle

Àssociation and the caJ.gary Motorcycre club. six other crubs

represented among respondents were the Calgary Snowmobile Club (8%),

Alberta Trail Riders Association (8%), Associated Four wheel

stampeders (a%), Four wheel Mountain cat club (4%), Landmasters 4x4

CIub (4%), and I^tild Rose (4%).
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OHV Club lt{embership
All Respondents

(n =234 )

t)HV Club Membership
Facility Camper

(n=9 r )

HV Club Membershi
Random Camper

(n=37)

OHV Club Membership
Facility Day User

(n=66)

OHV Club lt{embership
Random Day User

(n=40)

Frequency (X) of Oltv Club Mernbership By Sub-GroupFigure 5:
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3.4,1.2 OHV Àccident or Personal Injury

Slightly less than one in five (19%) respondents indicated that, at

some time, they had experienced an accident while operating an OHV in

the zone (rigure 7). A moderately larger proportion ß0%) of OHV users

recorded that they had sustained an injury while operating their OHV

(figure 8). A cross-tabulation of the two variables (accident and

injury) revealed that 82% of respondents who had been in an accident

had reported that at some time they had also sustained an injury.

Twenty-two percent of these people travelled in a smalL party size Q
people), and 29% had four or five years experience operating an OHV.

About one in four Q7%) had been going to Mclean Creek for at least

five years.

Respondents were requested to assess the severity of the injury

they had sustained. Table 4 shows the frequency of response by

sub-group. Cuts and bruises were the most frequent type of injury

sustained by respondents (85%). Half (50%) of the respondents

indicated that they had also been shaken up, while only 11% indicated

that they had suffered a broken bone. Àlmost none (1.0%) of the

respondents that recorded an injury indicated they had acquired ranger

ass i stance .

The results indicated that the degree of injury endured by OHV

users was most often cuts, bruises, and being shaken-up. Respondents

were less likely to sustain a more severe injury, although the tough

nature of the OHV user may have influenced the response recorded on

the questionnaire.
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0HV Accidents
AII Respondents

(n=236 )

OHV Accidents
Facilitl Camper

(n=92)

0HV Accidents
Facility Da-y User

(n=b /,

0H\i Accidents
Random Camper

(n=37 )

OH\r Accidents
Random Day User

(n =-10 )

Frequency (X) of an OlfV Accident By Sub-GroupFigure
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Personal Injuries
All Respondents

(¡=235 )

Personal Injuries
Facility Camper

(n -92 )

Personal Injuries
Random Canrper

(n =3? )

Personal Injuries
Facility Day User

(a=66 )

Personal Injuries
Random Day User

(n=40 )

Freguency (X) of Sustaining a
OperaÈing an OlMy Sub-Group

Figure 8:
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TÀBIE 4

Severity of Injury By O}IV Sub-Group

Frequency (%)

I nj ury *1 2 3 4 Total

n= Q6) (1e) (15) (11) (71)

Cut s/Bru i ses 81 74 100 91 85%

Shaken Up 58 60 20 55 s0

Broken Bones 15 tt 00 18 1'l

Ranger Help 00 05 00 00 0'1

*Codes: Facility Camper - '1 Random Camper - 3
Facility Day User - 2 Random Day User - 4

Note: More than one response per OHV user was
recorded on question # 9. The nunber
of response by sub-group was low.
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3.4.1 .3 l{inter OHV Use

Response from the questionnaire revealed that many summer OHV users

engage in vinter OIIV recreation in McLean Creek. Half (50%) indicated

they visited the zone during the winter months in 1987/BB. The

frequency of winter oHV use for 1987/88 was investigated in more

detail. Às seen in Figure 9, 66% of. respondents used oHVs in the zone

five or ress days. sixteen percent went out between 6 to 10 days,

whi Ie '1 9% went out eleven or more days.

The survey also gathered information on the type of oHV used in the

winter months. The respondents did not indicate a particular

preference for one vehicl-e over the others. Fifteen percent reported

they used a 4-wheel quad, 12% used a trike, and 11% used a snowmobire.

Trail bikes and 4x4 trucks are not permitted in the zone during a

specified period over the winter season. This is the reason these OHVs

are not used by respondents.

The snowmobile rvas more likely to be used by the random camper

(18%) and random day user f 6%) than either the f acility camper ß%)

or facility day user 0%). The results indicated there was only

slight variation in response between the sub-groups for preference

toward the trike or quad.
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Days Visiting (lTinter
Facility Camper

(n=a9)

Days Visiting (Ifinter
Random Camper

(n=23)

Days Visiting (lrinter f 98B)
All Respondents

(n=r19)

I esB)

reEB)

Days Visiting (lfinter lgBB)
Facility Day User

(n=25)

Days Visiting ('Winter lgBB)
Random Day User

(n=22)

Figure 9: Freguency (X) of l{Ínter 0}IV Recreation By Sub-Group
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3.5 OHV USEÀGE ÀND OI{NERSHIP

As seen in the previous section, OHV users were distributed across

all ages, marital status, and education groups in Mclean creek. It
was uncommon for them to be affiliated with an oHV club, however, it
vIas common for OHV users to have experienced some type of injury.
Further, the majority of OHV users live in or near calgary. The

following discussion focuses on the amount of experience, and type of

vehicles used and owned.

3.5.1 O}IV Experience

Among survey respondents, OHV use does not appear to be a passing

fad (Figure 10). over half ß2%) of the sample population had more

than seven years experience with oHVs.0n average, respondents had 8.6

(10.39) years experience. The majority of OHV users ß1Ð have been

going to McLean creek for at least 4 years, and slightly more than 70%

have been going for at least seven years (rigure 'l 1 ). This is just

slightry higher ihan the population mean of 6.3 (to.ge) years. The

maximum number of years any respondent had been visiting the Mclean

creek area was 35 years, while less than one year h'as the shortest

period indicated.

Respondents were asked to estimate the number of days between May

and september they participate in oHV recreation in McLean creek.

Figure 12 shows average number of visitation days by month. oHv users

took their vehicles out an average of. 22 days in 1987 and 21 days in

1988 over the summer season. participation rales were lowest in May,

with a mean of 3.8 (to.l9) and 3.7 (to.l8) days for the respective
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Years Operating OHV
All Respondents

(n=232)

Years Operating OHV
Facility Camper

(n=s0)

Years Operating OHV
Random Camper

(n=3?)

Years Operating OHV
Facility Day User

(n=6?)

Years Operating OHV
Raudom Day User

(n=38)

Figure 10: Years Experience Operating OIfVs By Sub-Group
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Years Visiting Mclean Creek
AIJ. Respondents

(n=235)

Years Visiting McLean Creek
Facility Camper

(n= 9I )

Years Visiting Mclean Creek
Facility Day User

(n=6?)

Years Visiting Mclean Creelç
Random Day User

(n=40)

Years Visiting Mclean
Random Canrper

(n=32)

Creek

Figure 11: Years VisiÈing McLean Creek By Sub-Group
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May

June

July

Aug ust

September

23
Average Number

I leg?

4

of Days

1 9BB

Average Nunber
Sunner Season

Days per MonthFigure 12: of
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years. Slightly higher useage rates rvere reported for June, Ju1y,

August, and September for both years. In 1987, the average

participation rate of an OHV user by days per month was: June 4.4

(10.20 ) , July 4.8 (to. z¡ ) , August 4.8 (!0 .24) , September 4.8 (r0.23 ) .

These average rates dropped slightly for each month in 1988. There

r+as 1ittle variation in the distribution of OHV useage by month

between the sub-groups.

The questionnaire solicited information on the minimum and maximum

number of days per month the OHV user visited Mclean Creek. For all
summer season nonths in 1987 and'1988, the minimum number of days for

any one month was zero (0). In 1987, the maxinum number of days per

month in the summer season vrere: May (14 days), June (15), JuIy (18),

Àugust Q0), and September (20). In 1988, the maximums were: May (lZ

days), June (20), JuIy ('16), August Q4), and September (20).

3,5,2 Hours of Operation

Mclean Creek OHV users spend an average of 5.2 (10.11) hours per

day operating their OHV. The distribution for hours per day by each

sub-group is shown in Table 5. Random OHV users tend to ride for

sLightly longer periods than facility users, with 12% of. random

campers and 16% ot random day users riding for more than 7.0 (10.11)

hours per day. One reason for this may be that almost three in five

ß9%) random users were under the age of 30, while facitity users were

more likely Lo be over 30 years ß6%).
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TÀBLE 5

Daily OperaÈion of OHV By Sub-Group

nrequency (X)

Hours *1 2 3 4 Total

n= ß2) (56) (37 \ (40 ) (235)

Two 03 02 03 05 03%

Three 13 08 16 05 11

Four 24 20 24 18 22

Five 25 35 16 25 26

Six 21 23 22 25 22

Seven 05 05 03 10 06

>Seven 09 07 16 12 10

xCodes: Facility Camper - 1 Random Camper - 3

Facility Day User - 2 Randonr Day User - 4

Note: Response from question #6: Estimate the
number of hours you spend riding your OHV
on the trails in one day.
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3.5.3 OHV Osnership

Figure '13 shows the nunber of OHVs owned by sub-group. About one

in three respondents ß5%) owned two oHVs, while one in f ive Q0%)

owned three, and more than one quarter Q8%\ owned only one oHV. More

facility campers owned two oHVs (40%), than any of the other

sub-groups. In contrast, random campers Q4%) and random day users

Q3%) are more likely to have owned three OHVs than facility campers

and facility day users (19% respectively).

Figure 14 summarizes the type

bike was the most popular type

OHV owned by sub-group. The trail
OHV owned 02%) by respondents.

of

of

About 43% owned two trail bikes, while slightry less than 41% owned

one. Further, three in four 05%) facility campers and random campers

(76%) owned at least one bike. slightly more than one-third (35%) of

respondents owned a 4x4 truck. This type of vehicle appears to be

more popular with the random camper (48%), than the facility camper

Q5%). The combination of a 4x4 and a trail bike appear to be the

logicar choice for random oHV users. They could use their truck to

obtain access to a suitable location in the backcountry, from where

they could begin using their trail bike. In contrast, facility
campers ga in access to the fac i 1 i ty areas via secondary paved

highways. Thus, they have many options avairable for transporting

their bike to the campground.
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Number of OHV's Owned
All Respondents

(n=235)

Number of OHV's Owned
Facility Camper

(n=o t )

Number of OHV's Owned
Random Camper

(n=3?)

Number of OHV's Owned
Facility Day User

(n=6?)

Number of OHV's Owned
Random Day User

(n=40)

Figure 13: Nunher of OlfVs Orned By Sub-Group
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B ike

4x4

Q uad

Trike

Homemade

Note: More than
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#24: How many of

Number of Responses

i00 150

OIIV user was recorded
each type of OHV are

Figure 14: Type of OtfV
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OHV users were less likely to own a trike (13%), quad (14%) or a

home-made vehicre Q%). The disparity between the type of oHV owned by

Mclean creek OHV users was probably a result of the topography of the

zone, coupled with the large proportion of maintained trails for bike

use.

3.5.4 OHV Protective Equipnent

A large proportion of OHV users utilize some kind of protective

equipment when out on their oHV (tabte 6). only 8% of respondents do

not use any type of equipment. The type of equipment most frequently

worn included the helmet ß7%), gloves (84%) , boots 03%), pants

(46%), and kidney belt (45%). The most frequently worn piece of

protective equipment, the helmet, is not required by law, but is used

by individual choice. Respondents also frequently wore some kind of a

riding jacket ß7%), shoulder pads Q0%), and goggles QOÐ,

Less than one in three ß0%) used a combination of at least four

different types of equipment. The results suggest that the facility
OHV users were more likely to wear the helmet, while the random oHV

users were more 1ikely to wear the kidney be]t. very few respondents,

only eight percent, indicated that they did not wear any type of

protective equipment.
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TÀBIE 5

Equipnent Used

F requency (%)

Equipnent *l 2 3 4 Total

n= ß2) (67 ) (37 ) (40 ) (236)

HeImet 91 87 83 80 87%

Gloves 87 60 84 80 84

Boots 75 73 68 73 73

Pants 39 49 49 55 46

Kidney Belt 46 29 49 50 45

Jac ket 28 45 38 45 3'7

Shoulder 11 25 30 20 20

None 04 07 08 15 08

*Codes: Facility Camper - 1 Random Carnper
Facility Day User - 2 Random Day User -

Note: More than one response per OHV user was
recorded on question #7: What personal
safety equipment do you use?

3
4
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3.5 OHV USER BEHAVIOT'RS ÂND REIATED ÀCTIVITIES

Respondents were asked to rate their preferences for certain types

of trail terrain and surface using a S-point Likert scaLe. values 1-5

were statements measuring OHV user preference, where 1 indicated they

"liked it very much," 3 was "neutral," and b meant they "didn't like
it at all. " value 6 provided an opportunity for respondents to

indicate "no opinion. "

3.5,1 Trail Terrain

There was general consensus among OHV users about the most well

liked types of terrain (Tables 7 to 1 1 ) . Rolling hills were the most

preferred terrain type, with 60% of respondents giving it the rating

of 1. similarly, the rating 1 was given to steep hilrs by 50% of oHV

users. In addition, both of these received the best average ratings

among arl terrain types. Rolling hiIls had an average rating of 1.5

(10.05) and steep hirrs had an average of j.9 (ro.og) indicating

respondents had a preference for these terrains.

À11 four sub-groups j.ndicated a similar pattern of response toward

frat land, with an average rating of.2.9 (10.09). open meadows were

given a slightly higher average 2.6 (10.09). Generalry, facility
campers and facility day users liked open meadows more than random day

users and random campers. Respondents h=47) offered some additional

suggestions for their preferred terrain type with sand given most

of ten .
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TÀBIE 7

OIIV User Opinion Tocards Trail Terrain Types

TÀBIE 8

Facility Camper Opinion Tosards Trail Terrain types

Frequency (f)

Terraín (n=235)

Li ke Don' t No
Very Much

123455
Rolling Hills 60 27 09 02 02 00

Steep Hills 49 28 11 07 04 01

Open Meadows 28 21 29 14 07 01

Flat Land 19 25 24 16 15 01

nrequency (l)

Terrain (n=92)

tike Don't No
Very Much

123455
Rolling HiIls 58 28 10 01 03 00

Steep Hills 47 22 16 09 06 00

Open Meadows 29 29 23 12 06 01

Flat Land 17 25 24 16 18 00
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rrequency (l)

Terrain (n=67)

Like Don't No
Very Much

123455
Rolling Hills 63 25 08 04 00 00

Steep Hills 43 38 07 10 02 00

Open Meadows 35 17 29 11 06 02

Flat Land 25 29 21 15 08 02

TABIE 9

Facility Day User Opinion Towards Trail Terrain Types

TABTE 10

Random Camper Opinion Tovarils Trail Terrain Types

nrequency (%)

Terrain (n=37)

Like Don't No
Very Much

123455
Steep HilLs 57 24 00 03 03 03

Rolling Hills 51 35 08 00 03 03

Open Meadows 't9 14 31 17 11 08

Flat tand 11 17 34 17 17 04
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TABTE 11

Random Day User Opinion Towards Trail Terrain Types

3.5,2 Trail Surface

Among the different surfaces investigated in the questionnaire,

hardpacked soil was most preferred by respondents (Tab1es 12 to 16)

(rated 1 by a2%). This was closely followed by loose soil (rated 1 by

37%). Facility day users and random day users liked these surface

types more than facility campers and random campers. Hardpacked soil
received an average rating of 2.0 (t0.08). This type of terrain
affords good traction which means less spinning of tires, and thus

less general wear and tear on the oHV. Thirty-seven percent of

facility campers preferred swamp surfaces over all other types (rated

1). However, in the population sample as a whole, swamp was only

moderately liked with an average rating of. 2.7 (10.10). Muskeg

received a variety of ratings. It was wel-l liked by facility campers

and facility day users, but general-ry disliked by random campers and

random day users.

F'requency (l)

Terrain (n=40)

Li ke Don' t No
Very Much

523456
Rolling Hi1ls 6B 23 09 00 00 00

Steep Hills 46 31 18 02 03 00

Open Meadows 23 15 38 21 03 00

t'1a! Land 22 26 22 20 10 00
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TABIE 12

OIIV User Opinion Torards Trail Surface Types

TÀBLE 13

FacÍ1ity Canper Opinion Towards Trail Surface Types

nrequency (l)

Surface (n=235)

Like Don't No
Very Much

123456
Hardpacked Soil 42 33 '11 08 06 00

Loose Soil 37 35 15 07 04 02

Swamp 33 17 18 16 15 0'1

Muskeg 27 17 '15 14 25 02

Gravel 16 15 JJ 15 21 00

Roc k 13 15 23 21 27 01

rrequency (l)

Surface (n=92)

tike Don't No
Very Much

123455
Swamp 37 21 24 09 09 00

Hardpacked Soil 35 32 16 09 06 01

Muskeg 29 23 17 14 16 01

Loose Soil 24 43 15 10 07 01

Gravel 14 18 34 14 19 01

Roc k 09 09 19 26 JJ 04
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Prequency (l)

Surface (n=67)

tike Don't No
Very Much

123455
Loose Soil 55 26 12 05 02 00

Hardpacked Soil 48 JJ 09 06 04 00

Swamp 32 17 15 23 tt 02

Muskeg 28 16 20 14 20 02

Gravel ¿3 11 33 17 15 00

Roc k 19 15 20 24 22 00

TABIE 14

Facility Day User Opinion Towards Trail Surface Types

TABTE 15

Randon Camper Opinion Torards Trail Surface Types

nrequency (l)

Surface (n=37)

tike Don't No
Very Much

1234s5
Hardpacked Soil 41 32 05 11 08 03

Loose Soil 39 36 11 06 02 06

Swamp 29 11 09 14 34 03

Muskeg 26 09 06 06 44 09

Grave I 1't 14 34 14 23 04

Rock 12 18 29 12 26 03
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TÀBIE 16

Randon Day User Opinion Towards Trail Surface Types

nrequency (X)

Surface (n=40)

Like Don't No
Very Much

123455
Hardpacked Soil 48 JJ 08 03 08 00

Loose Soil 38 32 22 05 03 00

Swamp 26 15 18 23 18 00

Muskeg 22 14 08 22 34 00

Gravel 13 15 28 13 31 00

Roc k lllt 26 29 14 20 00

forty-four percent of Random campers and 34% of Random Day users did

not like muskeg (rated 5). Rock as a riding surface was disliked by

respondents from all sub-groups (rated 5, by 27%). This surface had an

average rating of 3.4 (10.10).

Many respondents (n=39) offered additional surface types preferred

with water suggested most frequently.
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3.5.3 Group Participation

The people with whom users tend to participate in OHV recreation

are shown in Table 17. Friends were the nost common riding partners

mentioned, wiLh 92% of all respondents. spouses (49%) and children

(40%) were also frequent companions, with business associates (15%)

and parents (14%) occasional companions. crub members 0Ð were not

usual riding partners.

The most frequent combinations of riders included friends Q1%);

friends, business associaLes and spouses (4%); friends and business

associates (11%'); f ollowed by f riends and spouses 0%),

Facility campers tended to be more family-oriented than any of the

other sub-groups. More than half (53%) of the facility campers go out

on an OHV outing with famiJ.y members.

Information on the size of group vras also colrected on the

questionnaire. Figure 15 summarizes the frequency of response by

sub-group. The resul-ts showed that very few (4%) respondents go out

on an OHV outing alone. Most OHV users travelled in parties of two

f6%), three Q1%), four (4%'), or five (15Ð people. 0n average, the

party size was 4.0 (10.26). Facility campers (18Ð and random campers

(9%) frequently traveLled in groups of five, while facility day users

ß1%) and random day users ß0Ð tended to travel in slightly sma].ler

groups of three people.
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TÀBIE 17

Preferred Riding Partner By OHV User Sub-Group

Frequency (%)

Partner *1 2 3 4 Total

n= (s2) (67 ) (37 ) (40 ) (236)

Fr i ends 90 8B 97 98 92%

Spouse 66 34 38 48 49

chi 1d 54 34 35 23 40

Parents 24 06 08 15 14

Bus i ness 16 12 27 07 15

Cl-ub 01 07 19 t0 07

*Codes: Facility Camper - 1 Random Camper
Facility Oay User - 2 Random Day User -

Note: Response from question #10: ttith whom do you
usually participate in OHV recreation?

3

4
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NoLe: Response (n=235) from question #11: How many
people did you travel with on your OHV trip
today? Mean number of people in group = 4.0

Figure 15: Size 0f OHV Group Travelling In McËean Creek
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3.6.4 EhI Random?

Respondents who began their OHV trip from the backcountry area of

the zone rather than commencing their OHV outing fraom a facility area

were asked about why they did so. Figure 15 shows the frequency of

response. Thirty-nine percent indicated their choice was based on

preference for a more secluded experience. Almost half of the random

OHV users' responses included: informal setting (43%), less regulated

(35%), and no fee or charges (3a%).

included less enforcement Q2%), and a

(17%).

Less frequently, responses

desire for a group experience

3.6.5 OHV Literature DistribuÈed

Providing information about Mclean Creek and about the safe

operation of OHVs are major goal-s of Àlberta Recreation and Parks.

The majority (81%) of respondents have seen some of the OHV brochures

which r{ere available (nigure .17). The results are shown in Tabre '18.

Almost four in five (79%) vrere familiar with the brochure entitled

Mctean creek OHV Trails. This brochure provides a map of the trail
system, as well as giving information on OHV regulations, safety tips,

and Kananaskis country. Respondents had litt]e exposure to all the

other OHV brochures available. S1ightly more than one in six (17%) had

seen the brochure entitled Trail Bikinq, while 16% were familiar with

Tips For The ATV Ride. Fourteen percent had seen East Kananaskis

Country, while very f ew ( 3%) respondents were f amiliar with Çh:i.ld¡en

and À11 Terraiq Cyc1es.
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Figure 16: Reasons For using the Random Àreas In McLean creex
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Access to OHV Brochures
All Respondents

(a=23a)

Access to OHV Brochures
Facility Camper

(n=9r )

Access to OHV Brochures
Random Camper

(n=3?)

Access to OHV Brochures
Faciiity Day User

(u=66)

Access to OHV Brochures
Random Day User

(n=40)

Figure 17: Access to OIÍV Brochures By Sub-Group
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TÀBIE 18

OÌlV Infornation Brochures

*Codes: Facility Camper - 1 Random Camper - 3
Facility Day User - 2 Random Day User - 4

Note: Respondents could respond nore than once to
question #12: Have you used or seen the
booklets that provide information about OHV
use in the zone?

Frequency Response (%)

Brochure *'l 2 3 4 Total

n= ß2) (66) (37 ) (40 ) (235)

Mclean Creek OHV TraiLs 85 86 65 68 79

Trail Biking 18 15 09 18 17

Tips For ÀTV Riders 15 20 08 20 16

East Kananaskis Country 21 07 11 13 14

Children and ÀTVs 05 03 00 03 03
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Facility OHv users were generally more like1y to have been exposed

to the brochures (87%) than either the random day users (73Ð r or

random campers (68%). In addition, the majority of respondents had

been exposed to the brochure entitled Mclean Creek OHV Trails, yet few

had seen the other brochures. This situation may partially be

influenced by the distribution program. under current practice, the

trail brochure has been more readily available to OHV users, while the

availability and distribution of the other brochures has been Iinited.

3.5.6 Related Àctivities
Respondents (n=235) selected responses on the type of related
activiÈies chosen on an oHV outing based on a three point scare, with
1 indicating "usual1yr" 2 "occasionallyr" and 3 "seldom/never. "

Figure 18 illustrates the frequency H) of response to eight related

activities.

Based on the response usuarlv, camping and sightseeing rvere

reported as the most common secondary activities (63% and 61%

respectively). sightseeing I{as more popurar among random day users

01%) and facility day users (6sÐ, than either random campers ßg%)

and faciJ.ity campers ß4%). A related activity, exploring, was the

next most popular, with more than half (s6%) of arl respondents

frequently doing it.
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Figure 18: glhat OHV RelaÈed ÀctiviÈies Do you Do?
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Socializing and picnicking were other common activities related to

OHV recreation (47% and 34% respectively). Socializing rlas especially

common among random campers (68%), while picnicking þras more commonly

done by the facility day users (43%) and random day users (41%).

Ànother related activity, photography, v¡as also popular, with sLightly

less than one in four Q4%) respondents regularly taking photographs.

The results indicated that oHV users were not likely to engage in

sport activities such as gun practice or fishing. The majority, four

in five (80%) indicated they seldom or never participated in gun

practice, while 60% seldom fish.
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3,7 OHV USER ÀTTII'I'DES TOWARD ZONE MANÀGEMENT

3,7.1 Manaqement proqrans

OHV users' attitudes toward certain managenent issues and programs

were surveyed using a S-point tikert sca1e. After reading a short

statement, the respondent selected a value between .1-5 to indicate

their degree of support. one indicated "strongly agree, " 3 was

"neutralr" and 5 meant "strongry disagree." value 6 provided

respondents an opportunity to show they had "no opinion." Tables 19 to

23 summarize the frequency (%) response by sub-group for question #19.

Four of the twelve statements gathered sorid support from

respondents. All sub-groups strongly agreed that children i4 years old

or younger should not be allowed to ride an oHV without adult

supervision (rated 1 by 65%), and that provinc iaI government

involvement in the management of Mclean Creek is necessary (rated'1 by

44%). The support for the need of adult supervision of children 14

years old or younger operating an oHV was further confirmed by the

average rating 1.8 (10.09). Government involvement in the zone was

also supported by the rating 2.1 (10.09).

In addition, there was strong agreement that oHV competitions

should be permitted in the zone (rated 1 by a2%), with the strongest

support coming from the random camper (s7%) and random day user ßoÐ.
Thirty-two percent of respondents agreed that law enforcement in the

zone r+as adequate (rated 1 ).
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TABIE 19

OIIV User Àltiludes Tovarcl Zone llanagenent

Frequency nesponse (Í)

Statanent (n'236)

Strongly Strongly
Àgree123{s

NO

0pin ion
6

Children 14 years old or younger
should not be allowed to ride OHV
cithout adult supervision b5 12 08 05 07 02

Provincial government involvement
in the management of the McLean
Creek OHV Zone is necessary 44 26 14 07 05 04

The feeder trails in the HcLean
Creek campground are adeguate 43 29 14 03 02 09

Organized OHV competitions should
be permitted in the zone 42 15 12 08 20 03

Laï enforcement in the zone is
adeguate 32 32 17 08 07 04

Non-OHV campers should be allowed
to camp in the Mclean Creek
campground 28 15 21 05 27 03

Present boundaries of the zone
are adequately defined 25 41 15 09 07 03

Free grazing cattle in the zone
are acceptable and should continue 25 29 21 07 16 02

The current zone-closure is from
November 3l to May 1. This is a
reasonable time period 21 26 14 11 24 04

In the past 5 years I have seen
a large improvement in the
nanagement of the zone 20 26 25 08 05 16

There are some unacceptable
hazards on the developed trails 08 11 13 21 43 04

There 1s too much environmental
damage occurring in the zone 03 06 17 20 51 03
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TABTE 20

Facility Canper Àttitudes to Zone ldanagenent

Frequency nesponse (Í)

Statenent (n.92)

Strongly Strongly No

Agree
1234s6

Children 14 years old or younger
should not be allowed to ride OHV

without adult supervision 64 12 06 08 08 02

The feeder trails in the McLean
Creek campground are adeguate 54 26 12 02 04 02

Provincial government involvement
in the management of the Mclean
Creek OllV Zone is necessary 48 24 11 03 06 02

0rganized OlfV competitions should
be perrnitted in Èhe zone 38 1'7 13 09 22 01

Law enforcement in the zone is
adequate 31 35 20 06 07 01

Non-OHv carnpers should be allot{ed
!o camp in the Mclean Creek
campground 27 06 21 08 3'7 01

Present boundaries of the zone
are adequately defined 27 40 14 07 10 02

the current zone-closure is from
November 31 to May 1. This is a

reasonable time period 27 23 21 11 17 01

Free grazing cattle in the zone
are acceptable and should continue 24 21 22 11 19 03

In lhe past 5 years I have seen
a large improvement in the
managenent of the zone 24 28 19 06 08 15

There are some unacceptable
hazards on the developed trails 10 11 15 18 43 02

There is too much environmental
damage occurring in the zone 00 08 19 21 52 00
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TÀ8IE 21

Facility Day User Àttitudes to Zone trtanagenent

Frequency nesponse (l)

StaÈenent (n-67)

Strongly Strongly No
Àgree
123456

Children 14 years old or younger
should not be allowed to ride OtfV
without adult supervision 60 15 tt 06 06 02

The feeder trails in the McLean
Creek campground are adequate 45 37 09 02 00 07

Provincial government involvement
in the management of the Mclean
Creek OlfV Zone is necessary 40 29 17 08 03 03

Organized OHV competitions should
be pernitted in the zone 37 19 13 07 '19 05

Law enforcement in the zone is
adequate 27 30 18 13 05 06

Non-O!ÍV campers should be allowed
to camp in the McLean Creek
campground 27 24 22 04 21 02

Present boundaries of the zone
are adequately defined 22 45 14 07 10 0¿

Free grazing cattle in the zone
are acceptable and should continue 22 36 21 02 17 02

The current zone-closure is from
Novenber 31 to May 1. This is a
reasonable time period 15 27 19 13 19 07

In the past 5 years I have seen
a J.arge improvement in the
nanagenent of the zone 13 24 33 10 03 17

There are some unacceptable
hazards on the developed trails 05 15 15 23 40 02

There is too nuch environnental
damage occurring in lhe zone 03 04 13 22 54 04
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TABIE 22

Randon Canper Àttitudes lo Zone }lanagenent

Frequency nesponse (l)

Statenent (n=37)

Strongly Strongly No
Àgree
123{56

Children 14 years old or younger
should not, be all.owed to ride OltV
rrithout adult supervision 70 1'l 08 00 08 03

Orgañized OHV competitions strould
be permitted in the zone 51 11 08 08 1'1 05

Provincial government involvenent
in the management of the Mclean
Creek OlfV Zone is necessary 43 19 08 14 11 05

Free grazing cattle in t,he zone
are acceptable and should continue 32 22 30 05 11 00

tac enforcement in the zone is
adequa t e 30 30 19 02 14 05

Present boundaries of the zone
are adequately defined 30 46 11 05 05 03

The feeder trails in lhe McLean
Creek campground are adequate 27 22 30 05 00 16

Non-OHV campers should be allor{ed
to camp in the McLean Creek
canpground 27 16 30 03 22 02

The current zone-closure is fron
November 31 to l,tay 1. This is a
reasonabl.e time period 24 30 00 03 41 02

In the past 5 years I have seen
a large improvement in the
managenent of Ehe zone 20 31 22 05 00 ¿¿

There are some unacceptable
hazards on the developed trails 17 08 06 t4 s3 02

There is too much environmental
damage occurring in the zone 08 05 '19 17 51 00
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TÀ8TE 23

Randon Day User Altitudes to Zone Managenent

Frcquency nesponse (l)

Statencnt (n=40)'

Strongly Strongly No
Àgree
123456

Children 14 years old or younger
should not be allowed to ride OHV
rrithout adul¡ supervision ' 72 10 08 02 05 03

0rganized OFIV competitions should
be permitted in the zone 50 10 07 08 25 00

LaH enforcement in the zone is
adeguat e 48 33 07 05 05 02

Provincial government involvement
in the management of the Mclean
Creek OtlV Zone is necessary 43 33 07 10 02 05

The feeder trails in the Mclean
Creek campground are adeguate 33 28 12 05 00 22

Non-OlfV campers should be allowed
to camp in the Mclean Creek
campground 33 23 14 05 20 05

Free grazing cattle in the zone
are acceptable and should continue 25 40 12 10 13 00

Present boundaries of the zone
are adequateJ.y defined 23 33 23 15 06 00

The current zone-closure is from
November 31 to May 1. This is a
reasonabLe time period 20 28 05 12 35 00

In the past 5 years I have seen
a large improvement in the
management of lhe zone 18 20 28 12 05 17

There is too much environmental
damage occurring in lhe zone 07 07 20 20 43 03

There are some unacceptable
hazards on the developed trails 05 10 10 28 40 07
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The following statements received varying degrees of support from

the sub-groups (rated 3.3, 10.09). Twenty-five percent of respondents

were neutral toward the idea that there had been a l-arge improvement

in the management of the zone in the past 5 years. Response varied on

the issue of the zone-closure policy. Twenty-one percent strongly

agreed that the closure period was reasonabre, while 24% strongry

di sagreed. The rate of response between sub-groups was evenly

distributed for the statement on management of the zone. However, this
was not the case for the latter statenent. Forty-one percent of random

campers and 35% random day users thought the closure period was not

reasonabl-e.

Generally, OHV users disagreed with the following two statements.

There is too much environmental damage occurring in the zone (rated 5

by 51%), and there are some unacceptable hazards on the developed

trails (rated 5 by a3%). The average rating of 4.2 (!0.0:) further
confirmed OHV users strong disagreement with the statement on

environmental damage. In addition, respondents disagreement with the

slatement on unacceptable trail hazards was reflected by the rating of

3.9 (10.10).

Al-though management maintained a common belief that there rvas a

large divergence of opinion among oHV users regarding management of

lhe zone, these resulLs showed that many general attitudes do persist.
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3.7,2 Eacilities in the Zone

seventeen types of facilities v,ere listed in question #20 and

respondents were asked to rate their perceived importance based on a

S-point Likert scale. Value 1 indicated the particuLar facility was

"very important," 3 was "neutral," and 5 was "not important." value 5

provided respondents the opportunity to indicate "no opinion." The

frequency (%) of response is shown in Tables 24 to 29.

Facilities that affected OHV travel in the zone were thought to be

important by alt sub-groups. Hazard signs and trail signs $¡ere very

important (rated 1, by 73% and 70% respectively). Average ratings for

hazard signs 1.5 (10.06) and trail signs 1.5 (10.07) reconfirmed the

importance of these facilities. Information boards 1.6 (10.06) and

trail maps 1.7 (to.oz) were also highJ.y rated by arr sub-groups.

certain facilities received varying degrees of support, dependent

on the sub-group. Electrical hook ups and flush toilets received

littre support (rated 5, by 31% and 30% respectively). only the

facility camper thought erectrical hook ups (38%) were important.

Generally, shower facilities were thought to be important by facility
OHV users but not by the random OHV users. However, an average rating

of 3.1 (10.11) suggests there is mixed support for showers. There was

moderate support for an oHV wash facility and for the trailer dump

station by all sub-groups. Both random and facility oHv day users

thought loading ramps were more important lhan the random and facility
campers.
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TÀBLE 24

l{hat FaciliÈies are Inportant?

Frequency Response (U)

Facility (n=236)

Very Not
Important

12345
No

0pinion
5

hazard signs 73 11 07 03 04 02

trail signs 70 17 07 01 05 00

trail maps 64 20 09 01 06 00

information boards 59 25 11 0'1 03 01

designated camping 58 13 09 05 15 00

designated day use 54 17 09 05 13 02

trailer dump station 50 14 14 05 14 03

randon day use tlÈAJ 18 '18 06 11 02

random camping 44 17 19 07 '13 00

loading ramps 42 15 16 07 19 01

OHV wash facility 40 18 15 08 18 01

shower facility 34 17 15 08 25 01

OHV training course 30 23 24 07 14 02

OHV training area 29 24 22 05 16 03

electrical hook ups 27 15 17 08 31 02

flush toilets 26 12 22 10 30 00
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TABTE 25

tlhat Facilities are Important to Facility Campers?

Frequency Response (l)

Facility (n=92)

Very Not No
Inportant

123456
designated camping 78 1'1 03 02 05 01

hazard signs 74 1'l 11 02 02 00

trail signs 74 15 07 01 03 00

trail maps 68 20 08 02 02 00

trailer dump station 67 14 11 01 06 01

designated day use 61 17 07 07 05 02

information boards 59 26 12 02 01 00

shower facility 48 15 11 09 17 00

OHV wash facility 41 22 18 08 11 00

electrical hook ups 38 20 17 10 14 01

loading ramps 38 20 16 0't 19 00

OHV training course 34 23 14 11 15 03

random day use 32 22 16 10 16 04

OHV training area 32 25 15 08 18 02

flush toilets 31 11 22 11 25 00

random camping 30 19 18 13 18 02
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TÀBLE 26

l{hat Facilities are Inportant to Facility Day Users?

Frequency Response (X)

Facility (n=67)

Very Not No
Important

123456
hazard signs 79 09 04 04 04 00

traiL signs 72 19 07 00 02 00

trail maps 66 19 '10 00 05 00

information boards 62 23 11 01 03 00

designated day use 58 28 05 02 06 00

designated camping 54 22 11 05 07 00

loading ramps 50 17 15 06 11 01

OHV wash faciLity 48 19 07 07 16 03

trailer dump station 47 20 06 09 't5 03

random camping 40 '18 23 05 14 00

random day use 39 24 20 03 12 02

shower facility 31 17 19 13 20 00

OHV training course 30 23 24 08 14 01

OHV traininq area 30 23 22 08 14 03

flush toiLets 27 18 17 1'l 27 00

electrical hook ups 26 11 20 06 35 02
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TÀBTE 27

I{hat Facilities are Inportant to Ranclon Canpers?

Frequency Response (1l)

Facility (n=37)

Very Not No
Important

123456
random carnping 75 08 14 07 03 00

random day use 69 05 19 00 00 05

hazard signs 69 11 06 03 1't 00

information boards 63 17 14 00 06 00

trail signs 62 14 08 00 14 02

trail maps 54 16 13 00 16 01

trailer dump station 31 03 23 09 31 03

OHV wash facility 34 11 20 09 26 00

loading ramps 37 11 23 03 23 03

designated day use 29 11 14 00 40 06

designated camping 28 08 14 06 44 00

flush toilets 25 02 25 06 42 00

shower facility 22 19 19 03 34 03

OHV training area 22 19 36 00 14 09

electrical hook ups 20 06 17 09 46 02

OHV training course 19 19 44 00 11 07
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TÀBIE 28

I{hat Facilities are Important to Random Day User?

The OHV training area and OHV training course also received mixed

response. Some respondents indicated these facilities were important,

while olhers did not.

Frequency Response (X)

Facility (n=40)

Very Not
Important

12345
No

Opinion
5

hazard signs 73 '15 05 05 02 00

trail signs 68 18 07 02 05 00

trail maps 65 23 05 D2 05 00

random day use 62 10 18 05 05 00

information boards 55 30 08 02 05 00

designated day use 55 05 15 '10 15 00

randon camping 54 15 21 00 10 00

designated camping 48 10 12 07 20 03

loading ramps 45 13 10 07 25 00

trailer durnp station 30 05 28 '10 25 02

OHV wash facility 30 15 18 07 30 00

OHV training course 28 22 25 07 18 00

OHV training area 28 23 25 06 18 00

shower facility 18 18 15 04 45 00

flush toilets 12 12 28 10 38 00

electrical hook ups 08 20 12 08 50 02
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These results have shor+n that respondents felt facilities that
affected OHV travel in the zone (trai1 signage and maps) ¡+ere

important. Further, certain amenity type facilities rvere supported by

one sub-group, while not by the others, suggesting that there may be

common biases and preferences found within the four sub-groups.

Management may be able to use this information to project possible OHV

user reaction when considering various facility development

alternatives in the future.

3.8 OHV USER'S OPINIONS TO}IÀRD MCTEAN CREEK

3,8.1 tfethods

The survey investigated OHV users' attitudes on management issues

by incorporating three open-ended questions (Ho. j4-16) into the

guestionnaire (Appendix a).

Open-ended questions allowed respondents to express personal

opinions about the issues. There rvas usually a wide variety of

response as a resuJ.t, and the researcher coded each response for the

purpose of anarysis. The procedure used to assign numeric codes to
responses which contained like elements followed TRRU (1983). TRRU

emphasize that coding lists should provide only a minimal collapse of

responses at first. Furlher grouping can then be made on the basis of

subseguent anarysis, the aims of the survey, and on the specific
requirements of the computer program. This simple coding technique

ensured responses were placed in appropriate groupings.
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À maximun of four responses were coded per respondent for each of

the three questions. Responses were coded and key-punched into the

computer in the sequential order which the respondent wrote them down.

This was done under the premise that a person, when asked a question,

will respond with what is most irnportant to them. The second response

will onry be given after the answer they perceive to be most

important. upon analysis of the responses, only the first response

recorded by the respondent was found to furfill statistical
requirements, therefore, the discussion of the results for this
section was based on the respondent's first response.

3.8.2 l{haÈ is the tfaior Enforcenent problem?

The questionnaire probed oHV users perception of the major

enforcenent problem in the zone. Eighty-one percent of those surveyed

recorded at least one response, while less than 20% indicated two or

more enforcement problems. First responses were categorized and placed

under one of the following four headings: oHV use problems; oHV

Regulation Problems; other problems; and Miscellaneous. Tabl_e 29

shows the type and distribution of the first response by sub-group.

À significant finding was that

there tvas no enforcement problem

substantiated by the fact that few

to have OHV regulations eliminated.

addition of a helmet regulation.

22% of. respondents indicated that

in the zone. This opinion vras

(4%) OHV users expressed the desire

FurLhermore, 3% would like the
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Response
rrequency (%)

*1234Total
n= (7s) ( s3 ) Q6) (36 ) (1e0)

OHV Use Problems
trresponli uIfD?i ver
Operate OHV While Drinking
Operate OHV on Roadway
Speeding in Campground
No Supervision of Children

15
09
07
13
03

08
09
02
00
00

09
04
04
00
00

06
06
06
00
03

12%

08
04
04
02

OÈher Enforcement Problens
Littering
Campground (noiserdogsretc. )
Drinking (general)
0ther (education,guns)

04
08
00
UJ

04
04
07
40

23
08
00
14

06
00
06
10

07
04
03
06

OHV Equipment Problens
Insurance and Regulations
Eliminate OHV Regulations
Ho Head/Tail r,amp
I1Iegal General
Àdd Helmet Regulation
No Spark Arrestor
I'ÍX-Bi kes

01
0'l
00
04
04
00
00

06
09
06
02
04
02
04

07
00
08
00
00
04
00

03
03
03
03
00
03
03

04
04
03
03
03
02
02

Miscellaneous
No Enforcement Problem
More Enforcement Needed
Enf orcement I nconsistent

20
04
04

22
02
00

15
04
00

27
06
06

22
04
03

*Code: 1 - Facility Camper 3 - Random Camper
2 - Facility Day User 4 - Randon Day User

Note: Response from question #16: What do you think is
the biggest law enforcement problem in the zone?

TÀBIE 29

I{hat is the l,lajor Enforcement problem?
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Thirty percent of respondents reported an enforcement problem

related to oHV use as their first response. The irresponsible rider
and the operation of an OHV while under the influence of alcohol were

the most frequently cited enforcement problems (12% and g%

respectively). One in five QOÐ respondents recorded enforcenent

problems associated with oHv equipment as their first response. Other

enforcement probJ.ems identified by the respondents include: littering
(7%) , campground rerated ( 5%) , and drinking (3Ð . very few (g%)

respondents felt the enforcement program was inconsistently applied in
the zone.

Responses were fairly evenly distributed between the sub-groups for
most enforcement problems. However, there were some exceptions.

speeding in the campground was a main concern of facility campers

(13%), while 40% ot random campers noted problems with littering.
Àlmost all respondents perceived the irresponsible OHV rider as the

biggest enforcement problem in McLean Creek.
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3.8.3 l{hat Inprovenents Have you Seen?

The majority (94%) of respondents noticed some change in facilities
provided in the zone in the past 5 years. Tabre 30 lists frequency &)
response by sub-group for the ten groupings identified. The groupings

were classified under the headings: Improvements Noted; and problems

Noted. More respondents noted inprovements in the zone than those who

noted problems.

SIightly more than three in four 07%) OHV users responded with one

rep]y, while 38% gave two or more. The most common Q6%) first
response noted, rras the improvement in facilities of the zone, this
was followed by improvements in trail maintenance and environmental

protection (7%). Respondents also noted the provision of more maps,

pamphlets, and signage (12%), and they generally agreed that this ¡las

a good facility (11%). other improvements noted, included the

availability of more trails ß%).

A few (12%) respondents felt the zone was over-developed. Written

responses to over-development included the phrases "too crowdedr"

"tourist development, " and "trails too built up. "

The results have shown that most respondents have noticed

improvements in trail maintenance, trail signage, and trail maps.
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'.a ,,.'t ,, i

TÀBIE 30

Improvenents Noticed By the OHV User

*Code: 1 - Facility Camper 3 - Random Camper
2 - Facility Day User 4 - Random Day User

Note: Responses are from question # 14: In the past
5 years what changes have you noticed in the
facilities provided in the zone?

Frequency ß')

Response *'l 2 3 4 TotaI

n= (7 6) (s2) Q5) (2e) ( 182 )

Inprovenents Noteil
Improved Facilities
Better Trail Maintenance &

Environmental Protection
More Maps, Pamphlets, Signs
Good Facility Àrea
More Trails
Other Positive

35

24
07
12
08
01

26

10
12
08
10
09

08

20
12
12
04
04

17

17
24
17
04
03

26%

17
12
11

08
04

Problems Noted
0ver-Development
Other Negative

04
04

14
04

20
08

16
02

12
04

None, New to Calgary 05 07 12 00 05
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3.8.4 !{hat Improvenents Are Needecl?

slightly more than four in five ßz%) provided at least one

response about improvements they would like to see in the zone, while

19% provided two or more responses. The suggestions were categorized

under three headings: Improve Facilities; Improve Trails; and

Miscellaneous. The improvenents desired by the respondents are

summarized in Table 31.

Inproved washrooms and the provision of showers vrere the

improvements most desired by facility canpers (40Ð and random campers

(19%). However, oHV day users reported rittle support for these

facilities, or any other amenity facility improvement. Day users

indicated a desire for a better trail networking and grading system.

Generally, the results have shown that respondents were satisfied
with the zone. AlL sub-groups provided some indication that

improvements could be made to facilities that affect oHV travel,
including more maps and signs (2%), more trails (oÐ, and the

expansion of the zone (12%). Further, there was support among

respondents for more ranger control in the zone. In all suggestions,

except for the showers and improved washrooms, the response rate was

evenly distributed between the sub-groups.
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Response
Frequency (l)*1234ToLal

rì= (77 ) (s5) Q6) (34 ) (192)

Inprove Facilities
Improve Washrooms, Showers
More Random Camping Areas
More Facility Development
More Garbage Bins
OHV Training Course
OHV Wash Facility
Other Improvements

40
10
04
00
01
02
04

04 19
02 10
05 04
04 04
02 00
00 00
00 03

00
06
02
00
06
01
01

< 10tI I/o

06
04
02
02
01
01

Improve Trails
More Maps, Signage
Better Trail Networking &

Grading System
More Trails
More Bike Only Trails

06

03
02
00

11 00
16 12
06 12

0813 24

18
09
00

12

'11

10
03

Miscellaneous
Expand Area
No Improvements Needed
More Ranger Control
Extend Summer Season
Other Suggestions

12
09
05
02
00

15 06
12 11

04 04
05 01
0'1 06

15
10
04
03
0'1

12
10
05
03
01

TÀBIE 31

Improvenents Desired by the OHV User

* Code: 1 - Facility Camper 3 - Random Camper
2 - Facility Day User 4 - Random Day User

Note: Response from question #15: What improvements
would you like to see in the zone?
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Chapter IV

DISCUSSION

In the Mclean Creek study, all information was collected through a

mail-back questionnaire. The development of the questionnaire, study

area identification, sampling, and analysis techniques were described

in chapter 2. The following discussion is based on the results

presented in chapter 3. This information should provide management

with some insight into the summer OHV user of Mclean Creek.

4.,1 THE IIICTEÀN CREEK OHV USER

4.1.1 Personal Characteristics

The majority of summer OHV users were male ßB%). This can be

partially accounted for by the nature of oHV recreation, which tends

to be physically demanding. Furthermore, high risk activities
including OHV recreation, rock climbing, and hunting have

traditionally been dominated by males. Peterson (1981) and McLellan

(1986) have predicted that the gender gap in participation rates will
become more equitable as socio-demographic and cultural factors

change, and become more balanced in the future. These authors also

suggest people will increasingly use recreational opportunities for

personal achievement, especial-ly through high risk activities such as

OHV recreation.
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The study results indicated that the majority of OHV users were

married and have attended college or university. These two

characteristics were found to be similar to the findings of more

general recreation studies conducted by Dunn ( 1 986) and Manitoba

(1985). À comparison of the four sub-groups, has shown that facility
campers were more likely to be married 04%), tended to be older on

average (31-40, 36%), and had a higher level- of education (corlege or

university, 5%) than the other sub-groups.

The majority ß6%) of all respondents were from the city of

Calgary. The significance of this can be clarified by discussing two

points. First, the high frequency of calgarians, reflects the

dominance of the large size of the city in relation to other towns

within a 100 km radius of Mclean creek. The second point, is that the

high frequency rate implies that, at least for this part of Kananaskis

Country, Calgarians are receiving most benefits from the recreational

opportunities. Àccording to cockerton (pers. comm., '1999), Kananaskis

country was intended, from the conceptual planning stage, to provide

Calgarians with high quality recreation opportunities outside of the

mountain national parks. Thus, McLean Creek appears to be successfully

fulfilling at least one of its major purposes.

0n1y 11% of respondents were affiliated with an oHv club.

Management may want to provide some type of leadership in this area to

increase user awareness of the benefits that can accrue from club

membership. Management should consider introducing an education

program that reaches the oHV user and the organized clubs. This may be

achieved through interpretive programming, and by directing field
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staff to discuss the concept of OHV clubs with McLean Creek OHV users

during their daiJ.y patroJ-s of the zone. The success of these

communication efforts may be greatly enhanced by the introduction of

an information update sheet. This sheet could stress lhe benefits of

club affiliation, ãs well as provide f ield staff with a toor to

commence a discussion on the subject with the oHV user. Management

should consider the option of inviting organized clubs to participate

in the educational process. By getting the oHV clubs more involved,

the users of the zone may act more quickry and join a ctub. Further,

management would be fulfilling policy guidelines on volunteer programs

and would be utilizing an opportunity to obtain positive pubric

participation. Volunteer organized club participation would also have

litt1e budgetary impact.

In addition to clubs providing benefj.ts to the OHV user, management

may see added benefits if more OHV users were affiliated with a club.

An organized cl-ub often results in a better educated and prepared

user. Hence' management could ultimately see a reduction in the number

and type of enforcement problems and in the number of serious injuries

in the zone.

Almost one in three ß0%) oHV users had sustained an injury and

Less than one in five (19%) had been in an accident in the zone.

Random campers were more like1y to have had an injury (41Ð, while

both random and facil.ity day users were as equally likely to have had

an accident. Due to the high risk nature of the activity itself, the

results did not indicate an excessive accident rate in Mclean Creek.

The majorily of injuries recorded were minor in nature. This may be
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partly rationarized by the type and number of pieces of protective

equipment worn by the McLean creek oHV user. Almost al1 e4%)

respondents indicated that they use some type of protective gear.

Management shouLd take note that the most frequently worn piece of

equipment, the helmet, is not mandatory by Iaw. Further, most oHV

users indicated that they wore some combination of four pieces of

equipment at one time. This woutd seem to be a logical choice, as the

amount of protection provided to an oHV user should proportionally

increase as the number of pieces of gear worn increases.

4.2 OHV USEAGE ÀND OI{NERSHIP

4.2.1 oHv usEÀGE

0n average, respondents had 8.6 (to.gg) years experience operating

0HVs, and had been visiting Mclean creek on average 6.3 (10.36) years.

In 1987 and 1988, oHV users visited the zone approximately 20 days

during the summer season. This is a reratively high rate of useage

that may be partly exprained by McLean creek's crose proximity to

Calgary. The high rate may also be explained by the many restrictions

on r+here people can use their oHVs on public lands. These factors

coupled vlith high quality facilities and trails specifically designed

for OHV use help explain the visitation rate.

During the summer season the months of JuIy and Àugust had lhe

highest average visitation rates. visitation was 1owest in May. one

explanation for this may be that many users only visit the zone on the

long-weekend of this month. Traditionally, the May long-weekend is

one of the busiest weekends of the summer season in rnost park and
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recreation areas. once in the zone during lhe summer season

users spent an average of 5.2 hours per day on the trails.
OHV

There appears to be a large overlap in the number of OHV users who

use the zone both in the summer and winter season. Half of the

respondents visited Mclean in the winter of'l9gg/99. Management may be

able to appry this information towards the development of a nerv

program strategy aimed at increasing OHV user atvareness about the

rationale behind the winter zone closure. Àn increased effort by

summer field staff to explain the rationale behind the closure, may

directly benefit management by reducing the number of infractions
against the closure in the winter season. Further, discussions with

management have indicated that the agency is flexible in the dates

concerning the closure period.

4,2,2 Osnership

The survey results have shown that the majority of OHV users owned

a bike (72%). This supports the general feering among managers and oHV

users that the zone is becoming increasingly developed for trail bike

use, and less accessible for larger vehicles like 4x4 trucks.

Sr+innerton (1982) provided additional support to this assumption when

he concluded:

0ne area which has been provided for four-wheel drivevehicles in the Bragg creek area has become overused bymotorcycles to the extent that the area offers littlãattraction to four-wheel drive vehicles.

FaciLity ottv users were more likery to own two gHVs, while random

OHV users were more likely to or+n three. Although the bike r¡as the
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most common type

otrn a 4x4 truck.

logical choice of

the 4x4 to take

their OHV outing.

of OHV owned, random OHV

The combination ot a 4x4

OHVs for the random OHV

their trail bike into a

users were also inclined to

and a bike appear to be the

user because they could use

suitable location to begin

4.3 OHV USER BEHÀVIOURS

Às discussed in the preceding section, respondents visit Mclean

creek about 20 days per summer season, and spend about five hours per

day operating their OHV when in the zone. Half of all summer OHV users

continue to use the zone in the winter season. I{hat type of terrain
and surfaces did OHV users most prefer, and reast prefer? what

secondary activities did they do when in the zone? T,iith whom did they

participate?

Most respondents preferred rolling or steep hirls over any other

type of terrain. They also preferred hardpacked soir over any other

type of trail surface. Hardpacked soil provides the best medium for

traction to climb rolling or steep hil1s. OHV users did not like rock

as a trail surface. This is likely due to two reasons. First, a rock

surface is usually too hard to provide good traction, also, rarge

chunks of rock located along the trail can interfere r+ith the

operation of the OHV. This type of surface is especiall.y bad for

bikes, which are the most used oHV. second, when an oHV user fal1s

off their OHV onto a rock surface lhere is an increased chance of the

user sustaining a more severe injury than if they had taken the same

fall on a different type of surface. Further, it is fairly common for
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bike users to catch their foot on a large chunk of rock as they are

passing by. As a result of the oHV user striking the rock, their foot

may be driven into the spokes of the rear tire which can inflict a

severe injury.

Management may be surprised that OHV users do not particularly ).ike

swamp or muskeg areas. Àlthough no opportunity was provided for
respondents to explain this, it may be because of how dirty the oHVs

and users usually get in these areas. This is especially the case for

bike users. it may even reflect an environmental sensitivity on the

part of the OHV user. A terrain type frequently associated with swamp

and muskeg is flat land. This was the least preferred type of terrain
by all sub-group respondents.

Friends were the most common oHV partner mentioned by all
respondents (92%). spouses, children and parents were also frequent

companions. The premise that OHV recreation is a fanrily-oriented

activity was strongly supported by the study results. Facility campers

were the rnost family-oriented of the sub-groups, however, it is common

for OHV users from all sub-groups to participate in oHV recreation

with members of their immediate family.

In addition, results showed that OHV recreation is

activity, and is often done in groups ranging in size

ß9%). Very few respondents travelled alone (4%), or

than ten (6%).

a people related

from five to len

in groups larger

The most likely secondary activities to be done by the respondents

included camping, sightseeing, and exproring. socializing was also
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very popular, and reflects the gregarious nature of the oHV user. The

greater mobility afforded the oHV user has a significant impact on

these secondary activities. Management should also take note of the

low frequency response to gun practice. Further, some respondents

consider guns to be a major enforcement problem in the zone. Since the

traditional gun range site in Mclean Creek has been removed and an

official range opened, management may consider increasing some type of

education program to heighten OHV user awareness to these changes. The

resurts indicate that there should be oHV user support for the

reduction of gun use in the zone.

One medium to heighten OHV user awareness about the gun issue is

through the use of brochures. However, the results have shown that

there rvere some problems in the current brochure distribution system.

The problems were most evident in brochures directed toward children

and the safe operation of OHVs. 0n1y 3% of. respondents were familiar

r+ith the brochure for children. In contrast, 7g% were familiar with

the brochure on the OHV trail system. Management shoutd review the

existing distribution program to ensure the appropriate brochures are

made available to the OHV users.

The problems rvith distributing brochures were much more apparent

with random oHV users. contacting the oHV users of these sub-groups

appears to need more attentionr âs generally much more success has

been achieved in reaching the facility OHV users.
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4,4 ot{v usERs

Às seen by the previous section, Mclean creek oHV users prefer

certain terrain and surface types over others. In particular,

respondents liked rolling and steep hi11s, and hardpacked surfaces.

Respondents also showed an interest in sightseeing and exploring when

out on their OHV. They indicated a preference for travelling in

relatively large groups, most often comprised of friends or immediate

family members. How did OHV users feel about certain management

programs? I^lhat did they perceive to be some of the major problems?

How adequate were the facilities and what facilities would they like
to see developed in the future? The following discussion will review

the issues related to these basic questions and provide managenent

with some insight into the attitudes of the Mctean creek oHV user.

4,4,1 Manaqement Programs

Respondents Ìrere generally satisfied with the present revel of

management in the zone. They agreed /70%) that the government should

be involved in zone management. Respondents from ar1 sub-groups

strongly believed (77%) that chitdren 14 years old or younger should

not be allowed to ride an OHV h'ithout adult supervision. Yet, only 2%

perceived this to be a problem related to enforcement. Thus,

respondents may have felt the issue is a matter to be resolved at the

individual family J.evel. This would seem to suggest the need to reach

the family with safety brochures.
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There was strong support ß7%) for the idea of permitting oHV

competitions in the zone. Although, competitions are infrequenLly held

in the zone at the present time, these events have not been sanctioned

by management. A carefur review of the potentiar impacts of

sanctioning these events should take place in the near future. Then,

an appropriate decision can be made on whether or not to allow OHV

competitions to become more common events in the zone. The results

suggest that there may be relatively strong opposition from some OHV

users if competitions are allowed. Twenty percent of respondents felt
these events should not be allowed.

Respondents (66%) indicated that they v¡ere very satisfied with the

tvay zone boundaries were delineated. In addition, OHV users feLt the

trails were naintained at a better lever than they had been in the

past. Àlthough the respondents did not give any specific reasons about

why they felt the trails were in better condition, the lack of any

negative comments directed tovJard trail maintenance is an indication

in itself. only a very few thought there were some unacceptable

hazards on the trail system. This should suggest to management that
present trail maintenance standards are adequate, and field staff are

doing a good job. Many respondents indicated there had been

improvements in the number and location of maps and signs in the last
five years. The issue of signage is important to the oHV userr so

much so, that the top four items listed as most important to them were

rerated to signage and information. In addition, only 12% of

respondents desired improvements in the signing program.
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when queried, 64% of respondents agreed that the enforcement

program in the zone vras adequate. In another portion of the

questionnaire, respondents were given an opportunity to express any

concerns related to enforcement. The most frequent response (22%) $Ias

that there was no enforcement problem. Further, only 3% of respondents

thought the enforcement program was delivered inconsistently by field
staff.

The respondents' belief that there h'as no major enforcement problem

in the zone rlas reaffirmed on two other occasions in the

questionnaire. In these cases, only 4% and 5% of. respondents felt more

control by rangers v¡as needed. These results reflect very positively

on nanagement. Furthermore, the results suggest field staff are

delivering the enforcement program at a very high revel of

consistency.

OHV users from all sub-groups expressed some concern regarding the

irresponsible driver, and the driver operating an OHV while under the

influence of alcohol. unfortunately, management are limited in the

amount of time ranger staff can spend patrolling the trail system.

Hence' this may not be the most effective method available to curtail
these problems. Ànother method that may be more effective, would be to

increase the level of education regarding the courteous operation of

an OHV and trail etiquette. Management should consider distributing an

"infornation update sheetr" outlining the necessary requirements for

the proper operation of an OHV while on the trail. Although there is

no sirnple solution to the alcohol problem, management should continue

to follow Kananaskis Country policies and procedures.
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Littering is becoming a probrem in the random camping areas and

along many of the trails in the backcountry area. Many oHV users

expressed some concerns about this problem, with the majority of

concerns being expressed by the random campers Q3%). Management

should initiate an education and enforcement program to combat

littering.

Management may consider some form of educational programs directed

at the random OHV users, as well as adopting a more stringent

enforcement policy to littering. Further, management should consider

the possibility of stralegically placing garbage bins throughout the

zone. There are some limiting factors which must be addressed if
additional garbage bins are considered an appropriate measure of

action. For example, the placement of additionar garbage bins may be

in direct conflict with existing backcountry use and bear management

policies. There are economic implications that must also be considered

if additional bins were placed in the zone.

There was mixed reaction from OHV users regarding the current zone

crosure. Àn almost equal proportion of respondents agreed Q1%) as

disagreed Q4%) on this issue. Management may have additional support

for the current closure based on the fact that only 3% of oHV users

expressed a desire for the summer season to be extended. Random OHV

users were less supportive of the closure than were facility oHv

users. Management appears to be flexible on the dates which determine

the closure period. The results of the study suggest oHV users are

relatively neutral to changing the zone closure dates.
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Fina1ly, respondents felt free-grazing cattle should continue to be

allowed in the zone. over half ß4%) supported the idea, while ress

than than one quarter Q3%) disagreed with it.

4.4,2 Facilities

Facilities that affected OHV travel in the zone were thought to be

very important by the sub-groups. Trail signage, maps, and information

boards were especially important. The addition of more trails coupled

with the networking and a grading systen of the trai.ls were also

considered important.

OHV users have noticed improvements in lhe developed facility
areas, including the Mctean creek campground and staging area, and the

Fisher Creek Staging area. Many facility OHV users wanted additional

improvements to the washrooms, and the provision of showers. However,

the nature of the improvements desired by respondents rvas not

determined in the questionnaire. The results indicated that flush

toilets were not considered that important by any of the sub-groups.

This could suggest that although respondents did not desire running

water in the washrooms, they may want other types of improvements (ie.

lighting and heating fixtures).

Only facility campers felt electricar hook ups in the campground

were important. Loading ramps lrere considered to be fairly important

by facility and random day users. The concept of an oHV wash was

fairly well received by respondents when directly asked to rate their
preference for such a facility. However, such a facility was rarery
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recorded as an improvement desired by the OHV user. A similar pattern

of response occurred toward the concept of an OHV training course.

I,ihen specifically given the chance to respond, OHV users thought a

training facility was very important. Yet, very few suggested that

such a facility was a desired improvement.

Generally, respondents felt it was very important to have the

opportunity to canp and picnic at random sites. There was some

evidence from the responses given that OHV users would like to see

more opportunities for random use opportunities. Management should

consider introducing backcountryr primitive campsite facilities. The

concept of random use opportunities, developed and maintained by

management, introduces several problems at the policy level and at the

departmental Ievel. Before any formalized random use areas (ie.

backcountry campsites, staging areas) are introduced, management wouid

have to define budget considerations, and operational functions

between liaison agencies working in the zone.

À small proportion (12%) of OHV users expressed some desire to have

the zone expanded. The same proportion f2%) thought the zone was too

developed and over-crowded. However, from the results of the study, it
appears that the majority of Mclean Creek OHV users are reasonably

satisfied with the present zone area and management policies. This

should be welcome information to zone management agencies.
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Chapter V

coNctusloNs, RECoH}IE}IDÀTIoNS ÀND StD.tMARy

5.1 coNctusloNs

This research furfilled the study objectives set out in chapter

one. Àn assessment of the Mclean Creek OHV user was undertaken through

the statistical analysis of data corlected on a mail-back

questionnaire. This analysis and subsequent discussion of this
research should provide the lead zone management agency in recreation,

Kananaskis country, with a more detaired understanding about the

McLean Creek Summer OHV user. À number of recommendations were put

forward to management during the discussion in chapter 4. The major

findings and further recommendations foIlow.

Four sub-groups have been defined to exist in the zone by Àlberta

Recreation and Parks. This study has shown lhat the facility oHV

users, particurarly the facitity campers, are the most frequent

visitors. A number of major conclusions that can be drawn from this
study include that:

the majority (88%) of oHV users are male, between 21-30 years

old, married (57%) , and are f rom Calgary ß6Ð.
OHV users on average have 8.6 years experience operating oHVs,

and have been visiting Mctean creek for 6.3 years. in 1997 and

1988,OHV users visited the zone approximalely 20 days during the
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summer season. once in the zone, oHV users spent an average of

5.2 hours on their OHVs per day. Half of the oHV users continue

to use the zone in the winter season.

Trail bikes are the most common type 02%) of OHV owned by the

Mclean creek OHV user, who were nost likely ßs%) to own two

OHVs.

¡ The most preferred types of terrain included rolring hills and

steep hi1Is, while sr,¡amp and muskeg vrere reast preferred. The

most preferred type of trail surface was hardpacked soil, while

rock was the least preferred.

. OHV recreation was a family-oriented activity. Although friends

were the most common ß2%) riding partners, members of the oHV

user's family were arso common choices" This was an activity that

was most often enjoyed in a group size of four persons.

considering the nature of the activity, oHV users remain

relatively unorganized, as onry 11% were affiriated $¡ith an oHv

club.

o The majority (70%) of oHV users thought the government should be

involved in zone management. There was evidence from the resurts

that showed Ouv users thought there had been nany improvements in

the zone in the last five years, especially in the rever of trail
maintenance. OHV users feLt that the provision of adequate

signage and information about the zone should be one of the major

concerns of management. There was consensus among ,"roond.nr,

that management was derivering an effective and consistent

enforcement program. OHV users did express general concern about

the irresponsible OHv rider. There rvas also some concern
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expressed by random campers about littering in the backcountry

areas of the zone. Finalry, most Oi%) oHV users fert children

14 years ord and younger should be supervised by an adult when

operating an OHV.

The results indicated that there was room for improvement in the

way OHV safety and educational brochures were distributed. This

tvas especially true of the brochures directed towards young oHV

users.

5,2 RECOMI'IENDÀTIONS

Based on the results of the Mclean creek oHV user study and

personal experience, the following recommendations are made to

encourage Kananaskis Country management to continue to improve and

deveJ.op the interagency management program for the zone:

¡ Trail maintenance should be continued at the high levels achieved

in recent years. The placement of trail signs and information

boards should continue to be a priority.
. Managenent should review existing policies to ensure lhat the

development of the zone should continue to be directed toward

enhancing trail bike opportunities.

o A committee should be established to investigate alternative
methods availabre to provide a trair grading system in the zone.

From the research conducted for this study, no agency currently

has an OHV grading system in prace. However, the grading systems

currently used in other outdoor recreation activities (white

water activities, skiing) may be appropriately adapted and
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applied to the OHV trail system in Mclean Creek. Management

should consider inviting OHV clubs into the process.

Management should establish new educational initiatives designed

to increase OHV user awareness about children and the safe

operation of OHVs, the benefits of being affiliated with an OHV

club, OHV driver etiquette, and about the negative impacts of

littering in Mclean Creek. The OHV users attention to these

issues could be obtained through the distribution of an

"information update sheetr" which could highlight major concerns

and present some feasible solutions. Summer ranger staff coutd be

directed to inform the OHV users of these concerns during the

course of their daily patrols. Interpretive events rel_ated to

children, safety and OHV operation could be scheduled over the

summer season.

Management should continue to deliver the high quality

enforcement program at the consistent level most recently

achieved. More attention should be directed towards the

irresponsible OHV driver, however, it may be difficult to

approach this problem because of budgetary Limitations.

Management should address the problem of litLering in the

backcountry area. À tougher enforcement policy directed toward

curtailing littering in the backcountry may be the most

appropriate solution. Management may also consider formalizing

one or two of the traditional random use areas into managed

backcountry campsite and staging areas to help alleviate the

littering problem. However, there are economic and policy

questions to be clarified before any area could be developed.
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continued education of the "pack in, pack out" philosophy

provides another solution to the Iittering problem. This may be

achieved using an "information update sheet."

Management should investigate the socio-environmental irnpacts of

allowing OHV competitions in the zone, as werl as, consider the

liability requirements if such events were sanctioned by

Kananaskis Country management.

The current winter zone closure should continue unchangedr âs

there i.s adequate support from the oHV users for it. However, the

resuLts suggest OHV users wourd be open to changing the dates of

the zone closure period.

5.3 ST'UMÀRY

This research should provide Kananaskis Country management with a

clearer understanding about the McLean Creek summer OHV user. The 15

month research project on the summer oHV user began in January 19gg,

and concluded in late March, 1989. A mail-back questionnaire survey

was conducted on weekend days during a 4 nronth period, from May 23 to

September 4, 1988.

Àlthough the majority of the questions from the questionnaire were

utilized in the research, two questions were not used. As the

completed questionnaires began to be analyzed, it became apparent that

questions # 4 and 5 were poorly wordedr or may have been worded in a

manner that required the respondent to draw their own conclusions as

to what was being asked. This caused respondents to reave the

questions blank. To resolve the issue, these two questions were

excluded from the analysis.
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The questionnaire may have been more effective in providing an

understanding of certain issues if there had been space for the

respondent to write additional comments beyond what was requested in a

particuJ-ar question. A space for comments would have been appropriate

after questions # 17, 18, 19r 20, and at the end of the questionnaire.

To have done this would have added at least one page to a

questionnaire that was already seven pages Iong.

À final comment is needed on the length, format, and wording of the

questionnaire. Most of the 236 returned questionnaires were filled in

properly. This suggests that the layout of the questionnaire and the

wording of most questions was appropriate for the sample population in

the study area.
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MCTEAN CREEK OFF-HIGHWÀY VEHICTE USER OT'ESTIONNÀIRE

Througho
off-highvay
McLean Cre

d

ut this
vehicles

ek OHV

survey all
(ogvs) and the

Zone. This
date.

the questions deal with
use of those vehicles in the

survey tvas handed out on:
âYr

YOT'R OFF-HIGH9IÀY I'EHICIE USE

We would like to know about your off-highway vehicles and how you use
them in the Mclean Creek zone. Please answer the fol-lowing questions.

1) ttow many years have you yourself been using off-highway vehicles
including 4x4s,OHVs and trail bikes for off-highway vehicle
recreation? (wnltn iH)

yea rs

2) How many years have you been coming to the Mclean Creek Zone?
(wnrrs rH)

years

3) estimate the number of days between May to September you participate
in off-highway vehicle recreation in Mclean Creek. (wnirn I¡¡)

1987

days in May
days in June
days in July
days in Augusl
days in September

1 988

days in May
days in June
days in July
days in August
days in September

4) Did you use the facilities in the developed (non-random) areas of the: zone during your visit? (pr,n¡sn cHEcK)
tl yes tl no

)I 4a) If yes, which facilities did you use. ($¡ncx AtL THÀT Àppty)

, l] Mci,ean Creek campground t] Mclean Creek pond
I tl Mclean Creek staging area tl Fisher Creek staging area

5) Did you begin your visit from the undeveloped (random) areas in lhe
zone? (prn¡sg cHEcK)

ll yes tl no
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5a) If yes, did you camp over night, or did you drive to the zone for
the day? (prn¡sn cHEcK)

tl camping tl day use tl other(wnitn I¡¡)

5b) }lhy do you use the undeveloped (random) areas in the zone in place
of the developed (non-random) areas? (pr,n¡Sn CHECK):

tl more secluded tl less regulated
Il group experience tl less enforcement
il more infornral setting tl no fee/charges
tl other(wntr¡ rN)

6) Estimate the number of hours you spend riding your OHV on the trails
in one day. (wntre lN)

hours riding/day

7) i.ihat personal safety equipment do you use? (CrinCn ÀLL THÀT Àppty)

tl helmet tl gloves ll riding jacket
t] shoulder pads tl kidney belt tl riding panrs
ll riding boots tl other(wnltn tN)
tl none of the above

8) Uave you ever been involved in an accident on your OHV in the McLean
Creek Zone? (prnesg CHECK)

tl yes tl no

9) Have you ever had an injury while operating your OHV in the McLean
Creek zone? (prg¡sn cHEcK)

[]yes llno

9a) If yes, classify the severity of your injury. (cuncn ÀLL THÀT Appty)

Il shaken up ll broken bones
t] cuts and bruises tl ranger help was required
tl other(wnlrs lH)

10) l^tith whom do you usually participate in OHV recreation? (cgnC¡t ¡r,l
THAT ÀPPIY)

il friends
ll parents
tl other (wnl rn t ¡¡ )

tl club members tl spouse
tl business associates tl children
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'l 
1 ) How many people did you travel with on your OHV trip today?

(wnirn iH)
people

'12) Have you used or seen the booklets that provide information about
OHV use in the zone? (Pi,n¡Sn CUECK):

tl yes tl no

12a) If yes, which information booklets have you used or seen? (CHnCx
Àtt THAT ÀPPLY):

ll Mclean Creek OHV Trails tl Trail Biking
t] Tips For The ÀTV Rider tl Children and À11 Terrain Cycles
tl East Kananaskis Country

13) If you use the Mclean Creek OHV zone in the winter months, how
many days did you participate in OHV recreation last winter?
(prn¡s¡ cHEcK)

tl 0-5 days tl 16-20 days
tl 6-10 days tl over 20 days
tl 11-15 days

13a) what type of OHV do you use in the winter? (CHeCx ÀLL THÀT Appty)

tl 3-wheel trike ll 4-wheel quad tl snowmobile

14) In the past 5 years what changes have you noticed in the facilities
provided in the zone? (wnIrn IH)

15) what improvements would you like to see in the zone? (wnirn tH)

16) What do you think is the biggest law enforcement problem in the zone?
(wnrrn iH)
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17) Retated Àctivities, Ì^ihen you are on an OHV
you do the following activities? (CHECK ALt THAT

Àctivity

Fishing
Campi ng
Sightseeing. . . . . .

picnicking
Explor i ng
Gun practice.....

Social activity
Photography
other (wntts tH)

Terrain Type

open meadows......
flat land
rolling hills
steep hills
other(wnIre t¡¡)

Surface Type

hardpacked soil
loose soil
swampy ground
muskeg
gravel
roc k
other(wnirn lH)

Usua I

tl
tl
tl

tl
tl
I]

tl
tl

I]

Iy Occasionally Seldom/never

Il tlit ilil tl

il tlil tlil tl

il ilil tl

il tl

Like Very Don't Like No
Much<---- --->Àt À11 Opinion
123456
il il il ...... il il tln il t] il il tlil il il ...... il t] tlt] il il il il tl

iltl

tl
tl
I]
tl
tl
I]

I]
il
tl
I]
il
tl

tl
tl
tl
I]
tl
tl

tl
I]
tl
tl
I]
I]

il
tl
I]
tl
tl
I]

tl
I]
tl
tl
I]
tl

I]

outing, how often do
ÀPPLY )

18) I{hal typeof trail surfacesandterraindo youlikefor oHVuse?
P1ease respond to each statement by checking a box that corresponds to a
number in the scafe below. You can think of the numbers being: 1 = like
verymuch;2= moderately like;3 = neutrali 4= moderately dislike; g =
don't like at all. F'or exanple, if you like to ride your OHV in open
terrain, check a box corresponding to'1'on the scale. if you don't like
Lo ride your OHV on flat Iand, check a box corresponding to'5'.
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I{ÀNÀGEMENT PROGRåI.TS

19) We want your opinion about certain issues and concerns in the Zone.
PLease respond to each of the following statements by checking a box that
corresponds to a number from the scale beIow. You can think of the numbers
being: 1 = strongly agree; 2 = moderately agree; 3 = neutral 4 = moderatel-y
disagree; 5 = strongly disagree. For exanple, if you agree with the
statement "there are more OHV users in the zone nolJ than 5 years â9o", check
a box corresponding to '1' on the scale.

Slatement

Provincial government involvement
in the management of the McLean
Creek OHV Zone is necessary..

Present boundaries of the zone
; are adequately defined.

Free grazing cattle in the zone
are acceptable and should continue

Organized OHV competitions should
be permitted in the zone

The current zone-closure is from
November 31 to May 1. This is a
reasonable time period.

There is too nuch environmental
damage occurring in the zone.

In the past 5 years I have seen
a large improvement in the
management of the zone.

Law enforcement in the zone is
adequate

Non-OHV campers should be allowed
to camp in the Mctean Creek
campground.

, Children 14 years old or younger
j should not be allowed to ride an
i OHV without adult supervision.....

' There are some unacceptable
. hazards on the developed trails...
: The feeder trails in the Mclean
' Creek campground are adequate....

Strongly
Àgree

1234

n il il tl

Strongly
Di sagree

5

tl

tl

tl

tl

No
Opinion

6

tl

tl

tl

il

tl

tl

ll

tl

tl

I]

tl

tl

tl

tl

tl

tl

il

tl

tl

tl

tl

tl

tl

tl

tl

tl

il

tl

tl

tl

tl

tl

tl

tl

tl

tl

tl

tl

tl

I]

tl ll tl tl tl tl

tl

il

tl

tl

tl

il

tl

I]

tl

tl

tl

I]

irilililtl I]
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20) How important are certain faciLities to you? Please respond to each
statement below by checking a box that corresponds to a number from the
scale beIow. You can Lhink of the numbers being: 1 = very important; 2 =
moderately important; 3 = neutral; 4 - not very important; 5 = not
important. For exanple, if you think picnic tables are important, check a
box that corresponds to '1' on the sca1e.

Fac i I ity
designated camping
designated day use.
random camping
random day use

loading ramps
OHV wash areas
dump stations
flush toilets
shower facilities
electrical hook ups

trail maps
trail signs
hazard signs
information boards.

OHV training area
OHV training course
other(wnttn iH)

Very Not No
I mpor tan t

'1

tl
tl
tl
I]

tl
tl
il
tl
tl
tl

tl
ll
tl
tl

2

tl.tl
I]. il

3

tl
4

tl
tl
I]
r1
tJ

tl
tl
il
tl
tl
tl

tl
tl
tl
tl

I
t
t
I

6

tl
tl
tl
tl

t
t
t

tl
I]
I]
tl
tl
I]

tl
tl
tl
il

tl
tl
tl
tl
tl
tl

tl
tl
I]
il

il
tl
tl
I]
LJ

tl

I]
tl
tl
tl

tl
tl
tl
I]
tl
il

tl
tl
tl
tl

il il tlllilrl tl
tl

il tlil ...... t1
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PERSONÀT CHÀRÀCTERISTICS

Your answers to the following questions will help us better understand who are
the off-highway vehicle users of the McLean Creek Zone.

21) PLEASE CHECK the appropriate answer.

Your age Il 16-20
tl 21-30
tl 31-40
tl 41-so
ll s1-60
tl over 60

marital status tl single sex tl male
tl married tl female
l] common-1aw
tl separated
tl divorced
ll widowed

years
years
years
years
yea rs
years

22) what city/town do you live in? (wnlre rH)
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23)How many OHVs are owned by people living in your home? (wnttn tH)

OHVs

24) How many of each type of OHV are owned? (WnITE IN)

Trail bike 3-wheel trike
4X4 truck 4-whee1 quad
Home-made OHV 0ther

25) Do you belong to an organized OHV club?(plg¡Sn CHECK)

tl yes tl no

25a) If yes, what is the club name?(wntTn IN)

25b) How many years have you belonged to the club?(wRtrn IH)
vears

26) gfhat is the highest grade or leve1 of education that you have
completed? (prn¡ss cHEcK)

tl Less than high school tl College/technical diploma
l] High school tl Universiry degree
tl other(wRlrn iN)

**THÀNK YOU FOR YOT'R PÀRTICIPÀTION**

I.ie are very grateful
questionnaire in the
like to enter a draw
year please provide a

for your help. PLEÀSE REI'IIRN the compLeted
stamped addressed envelope provided. If you would
for a FREE subscription to an OHV rnagazine for one
mailing address in the space below:
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA NATURAL RESOURCES INSTITUTE Winnipeg, Manitoba
Canada R3T 2N2

QO4',)474-A373

ÀuÇust, '1988

Dear OHV User:

Subiect: McLean Creek OHV Zone Ouestionnaire Survev

You have been selected to assist in a study of the off-highway
vehicle user of the Mclean Creek 0ff-Highway Vehicle Zone. The Natural
Resources Institute at the University of l¡anitoba, where I am a
graduate student, is conducting this study to evaluate current zone
use and management. The questionnaire provides you with a chance to
express your opinions.

I am the principal researcher for this project, and I have enclosed
a questionnaire for you to complete. On1y a limited number of
questionnaires will be distributed. The success of the study is
totally dependent upon your participation.

Please complete this questionnaire and return it in the post-paid
envelope within one week. This questionnaire is standardized and the
infornation you provide r+i11 be stricÈ1y confidential. your
co-operation may have implications for future planning in Kananaskis
Country and help improve the Mclean Creek 0ff-Highway Vehicle Zone.

Thank you

Richard Ward Trotter
Graduate Student
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA NATURAL RESOURCES INSTITUTE Winnipeg, Manitob¿
Canada R3f 2N2

{¿041474-4373

Àttention: Mctean Creek OHV Zone Ouestionnaire Survev

Dear Mclean Creek Visitor:

Please be aware that there will be university students handing out
a survey questionnaire today to the off-highway vehicle user of the
zone. These students wilI be handing out questionnaires to vehicles
leaving the zone at two locations. These are:

o alon9 the roadway into the McLean Creek Recreation Area near the
junction of this road and highway #66(to Bragg Creek); and

at the intersection of McLean Creek Trail and highway
Millarville).

# 549 (to

Questionnaires wiIl be given out to a selected number of OHV users
in an attempt to minimize the delay of your trip home. The people who
receive a questionnaire will be asked to complete it at home, and
return it in the post-paid envelope. The information collected will be
used by a graduate student from the University of Manitoba in
completion of a Master of Natural Resources Management degree.

The SÀFETY of yourself and other
the survey team. We ask that you be
when leaving the zone. Thank you
safe trip home.

users of the zone is a concern to
patient if there is a slight delay
for your co-operation and have a

Sincerely,

Richard Ward Trotter
Graduate Student
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